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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Multiple organizations within NASA, as well as industry and academia, 
fund and participate in research related to extravehicular activity (EVA). In 
October 2015, representatives from multiple organizations across NASA 
Johnson Space Center agreed on a formal framework to improve multiyear 
coordination and collaboration in EVA research. At the core of the framework 
is an integrated plan and a process by which it is periodically reviewed and 
updated. The integrated plan has previously been published as the Integrated 
EVA Human Research and Testing Plan, and is now referred to as the Crew 
Health and Performance (CHP) EVA Roadmap. The overarching objective of 
the collaborative framework is to conduct multidisciplinary, cost-effective, 
and targeted work that will enable humans to perform EVAs safely, 
effectively, comfortably, and efficiently, as needed to enable and enhance 
human space exploration missions. Activities on the roadmap must be defined, 
prioritized, planned, and executed to comprehensively address the right 
questions, avoid duplication, leverage other complementary activities where 
possible, and ultimately provide actionable evidence-based results and 
products in timeframes that support NASA’s missions. Representation of all 
appropriate stakeholders in the defining, prioritizing, planning, and executing 
of research activities is essential to accomplishing the overarching objective. A 
review of the roadmap is conducted annually. Details of the roadmap include 
description of ongoing and planned research, development, and human-in-the-
loop testing activities in the areas of: physiologic and performance capabilities; 
suit design parameters; EVA consumables and life support parameters; EVA 
tasks and concepts of operations; EVA informatics and decision support 
systems; human-suit sensors; anthropometry and suit fit; EVA injury risk and 
mitigation; hardware evaluations and requirements verification; and 
decompression sickness risk mitigation. On March 26, 2019, the Vice President 
of the United States announced that the first woman and next man would be 
sent to the surface of the moon by 2024. Accordingly, the 2020 version of the 
CHP EVA Roadmap incorporates schedule and content updates in support of 
this policy direction. This includes closer coordination with more tactical team 
members, including the Flight Operations Directorate.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
On March 26, 2019, the Vice President of the United States announced that the first woman and 
next man would be sent to the surface of the moon by 2024 with the long-term goal of sending 
humans to Mars [1]. Current space suits and extravehicular activity (EVA) concepts of operations 
used on the International Space Station (ISS) or during the Apollo missions to the moon are 
inadequate to meet the mission objectives associated with extended stays on the surface of the 
moon and even the shortest possible Mars exploration missions. Many technologic and knowledge 
gaps exist with respect to the ability of EVA systems and crewmembers to function safely, reliably, 
and effectively for missions that may last a year or longer in the most hostile and challenging 
environments ever to be explored by humans.  
A significant step toward returning humans to the surface of the moon was taken in the initiation 
of the Exploration Extravehicular Mobility Unit (xEMU) project in 2018. Scope for this new EVA 
suit includes an initial ISS demonstration followed by full development to support lunar surface 
missions beginning in 2024. Further development will be required for a Mars surface EVA suit.  
The Crew Health and Performance (CHP) EVA Roadmap presented here is the fourth such release, 
with previous versions being published in 2016, 2017, and 2019 [2-4]. The previous release of this 
document was titled “Integrated EVA Human Research and Testing Plan.” The title of the 2020 
integrated plan has been updated for consistency with other CHP planning documents, which are 
referred to as “roadmaps.” The purpose of the document is to describe plans, priorities, and brief 
status reports related to the CHP EVA gaps while ensuring multiyear coordination and 
collaboration among the primary participants in EVA research at NASA Johnson Space Center 
(JSC). The document serves as a core component of a collaborative framework, the purpose of 
which is to conduct multidisciplinary, cost-effective research, development, and testing (RD&T) 
that will enable humans to perform EVAs safely, effectively, comfortably, and efficiently, to 
enable and enhance human space exploration missions. The RD&T activities must be defined, 
prioritized, planned, and executed to comprehensively address the right questions, avoid 
unnecessary duplication, leverage other complementary activities where possible, and ultimately 
provide actionable evidence-based results in time to inform subsequent developments and/or tests.  
Multiple organizations within NASA and outside of NASA have been successfully conducting 
EVA RD&T efforts since the 1960s. The CHP EVA Roadmap reflects only a subset of all 
stakeholders in the field of EVA and is primarily an internal NASA creation; however, the plan is 
published in recognition of the importance of coordination and collaboration with the broader 
NASA community and beyond. Furthermore, this plan is not intended to be exhaustive of all 
relevant EVA activities but rather aims to identify the human-focused tasks that will require more 
coordination in terms of personnel, budgets, facilities, and test hardware as well as tasks that may 
provide for opportunistic add-on objectives or partnerships with non-NASA organizations.  
The identification and organization of EVA research priorities is described in Section 2, the 
technical content of the roadmap is described in Section 3, and the process by which the roadmap 
is maintained is explained in Section 4.  

2 IDENTIFYING AND ORGANIZING CREW HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE 
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY PRIORITIES 

As in previous years, the gaps around which this plan is organized are formally recognized and 
documented by multiple organizations:  
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• EVA System Maturation Team (SMT) (via EVA Office’s “Gap Tool”) 
CHP-ECLSS (Environmental Control and Life Support Systems) SCLT (System 
Capability Leadership Team) – includes what was formerly CHP SMT 

• Human Health and  Performance Directorate’s Human System Risk Board (HSRB) 
• Human Research Program  

By design, NASA uses a consistent set of gaps with only minor variations in wording according 
to the respective focus or convention of each organization, rather than using duplicative or 
inconsistent gap definitions across the different organizations. The gap titles, gap numbers (as 
cataloged in the EVA Office’s EVA Gap Tool), and gap wording are shown in Table 1.  
Table 1. CHP EVA Gaps 

CHP Gap Title CHP EVA 
Gap ID 

EVA SMT Gap 
# 

CHP EVA Gap Wording 

EVA Crew 
Required 

Capabilities 

CHP.EVA. 
CREW EVA-Gap-88 

Fitness for Duty standards that enable crew health and 
performance while accounting for the limitations, 
deconditioning, and impairment of crewmembers with 
respect to sensorimotor, aerobic, strength, cognitive, 
and immunologic function. 

EVA Suit Design 
for Health and  
Performance 

CHP.EVA. 
SUIT EVA-Gap-89 

EVA spacesuit hardware (incl. mass, center of gravity, 
pressure, human-system interfaces, Portable Life 
Support Subsystem capabilities, cooling, ventilation, 
and Pressure Garment System design characteristics) 
that is within applicable CHP EVA standards for 
microgravity, lunar surface, and Mars surface 
exploration missions. 

EVA Suit Sizing 
and  Fit 

CHP.EVA. 
FIT EVA-Gap-90 

EVA suit sizing and fit methods and hardware that is 
within applicable CHP EVA standards for 
microgravity, lunar surface, and Mars surface 
exploration missions.  

EVA Physiologic 
Inputs and 

Outputs 

CHP.EVA. 
PHYS EVA-Gap-91 

Predictive estimates of individualized crew health and 
performance state* associated with anticipated EVA 
tasks during lunar surface, Mars transit, and Mars 
surface exploration missions. *CHP state to include 1) 
Metabolic Rates, 2) decompression sickness (DCS) 
risk, 3) Inspired CO2, 4) Heat Storage, 5) Hydration, 
6) Physical and Cognitive Fatigue.   

EVA ConOps for 
Health and  

Performance 

CHP.EVA. 
CONOPS EVA-Gap-92 

EVA tasks and concepts of operation (ConOps), and 
mission designs that are within applicable CHP EVA 
standards for microgravity, lunar surface, and Mars 
surface exploration missions. 

EVA Injury Risk 
and  Mitigation 

CHP.EVA. 
INJURY EVA-Gap-94 EVA injury risk estimates and mitigation strategies for 

exploration EVAs, training, and ground testing. 

EVA Exploration 
Prebreathe 

CHP.EVA. 
DCS EVA-Gap-95 

Validated and efficient DCS risk estimates and 
mitigation strategies for lunar and Mars surface 
exploration missions. 
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2.1 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY SYSTEM MATURATION TEAM GAPS 
Following the creation of NASA’s Space Technology Roadmaps [5], the EVA Office and the Crew 
and Thermal Systems Division (CTSD) at JSC led the development of an EVA SMT Gap List, the 
purpose of which was to identify EVA-relevant technology research and development priorities in 
more detail than is included in the Space Technology Roadmaps. The EVA Office and CTSD uses 
the EVA SMT Gap List to identify and prioritize EVA developmental research activities. A subset 
of SMT gaps most directly relevant to crew health and performance was included in previous 
releases of the Integrated EVA Human Research and Testing Plan.  

2.2 CREW HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE SYSTEM – ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND LIFE 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS CAPABILITY LEADERSHIP TEAM GAPS 

The ECLSS SCLT absorbed the CHP SMT scope in 2019. Responsibilities of the ECLSS-CHP 
SCLT include:  

• Identify capability gaps to advance agency objectives and develop strategies and roadmaps 
• Make recommendations on ECLSS and CHP technology development efforts and 

investments 
• Establish key performance parameters and participate in key program and project reviews 
• Analyze budget, skills, facilities, and other assets required to execute ECLSS and CHP 

capability advancement and recommend acquisition strategies in concert with agency 
investment and partnership goals, leveraging and acting as the steward of NASA's critical 
capabilities in ECLSS and CHP, and providing input into the agency planning, 
programming, and budgeting execution cycle  

• Examine and maintain cognizance of state of ECLSS and CHP 
• Coordinate with commercial and international partners to identify areas of mutual interest 

and cooperation 
• Support future human exploration architecture studies 
• Maintain cognizance of relevant national and international technology activities in 

government, industry, and academia, specifically emerging innovations and technologies, 
and identifying trends and opportunities 

The CHP-ECLSS SCLT is organized into multiple capability areas, each of which has a designated 
lead and specific gaps associated with it; these gaps in knowledge and/or technology must be 
closed to enable NASA’s future exploration missions. Multiyear roadmaps are defined for each 
capability area, identifying the specific RD&T activities necessary to ensure closure of the 
associated gaps. Roadmaps aim to capture all relevant work, regardless of funding source or 
location.  
The 2019 Integrated EVA Human Research and Testing Plan met the roadmap criteria and was 
adopted as initial version of the roadmap for the EVA Physiology and Performance Capability 
Area. This document represents the 2020 version of the roadmap.  
During the review of EVA SMT gaps in 2019, it was recognized that the existing EVA SMT gaps 
covered some but not all of the open technical and knowledge gaps with respect to crew health and 
performance during EVA. As such, eight EVA SMT gaps were created, which exist within both 
the EVA SMT and the CHP-ECLSS SCLT gap structures. These gaps, shown in Table 2, also 
correspond directly to the existing EVA Human System Risks and Gaps, described next, and also 
include an exploration prebreathe gap. As such, the new gaps provide a direct and consistent 
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mapping between existing Human System Risk gaps, EVA SMT, and CHP-ECLSS SCLT while 
ensuring that the full scope of crew health and performance gaps are adequately captured.  

2.3 HUMAN SYSTEM EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY RISK AND GAPS 
NASA’s Health and Medical Technical Authority, primarily through the Human Health and 
Performance Directorate (HHPD) and specifically the HSRB, uses a well-defined and documented 
process for the formal identification and prioritization of safety and health risks to astronauts [6]. 
The gaps in knowledge or technology necessary to mitigate each risk are also identified. Within 
the scope of managing all risks of astronauts, the HSRB is concurrently tracking the Risk of Injury 
and Compromised Performance Due to EVA Operations, often referred to as the “EVA Risk,” and 
seven corresponding gaps (Table 2). 
Table 2. Human Systems EVA Risk and Gap Structure [7] 
 

EVA Gap ID Description 
EVA 6:  What crew physiologic and performance capabilities1 are required for EVA operations2 in 

exploration environments3? 
EVA 7:  How do EVA suit system design parameters4 affect crew health and performance in 

exploration environments3? 
EVA 7B: How does EVA suit sizing and fit affect crew health, performance, and injury risk?  
EVA 8:  What are the physiologic inputs and outputs associated with EVA operations2 in exploration 

environments3? 
EVA 9:  What is the effect on crew performance and health of variations in EVA task design and 

operations concepts for exploration environments3? 
EVA 10:  How can knowledge and use of real-time physiologic and system parameters during EVA 

operations2 improve crew health and performance?    
EVA 11: How do EVA operations2 in exploration environments3 increase the risk of crew injury and 

how can the risk be mitigated? 
1e.g., anthropometry, aerobic fitness, muscle strength and power; 2acceptable functional performance of expected 
nominal and contingency suited tasks; 3i.e., Moon, NEA, Mars, L2 and other deep space microgravity locations; 4(e.g., 
center of gravity, mass, pressure, mobility, joint characteristics, suit fit; includes suit, portable life support system, and 
other enabling equipment). Note: Numbering of Human Systems EVA Gaps is not sequential starting from 1 due, in 
part, to previous gap reorganization and the recategorization of decompression sickness and hypoxia gaps into separate 
risks (Risk of Decompression Sickness and Hypobaric Hypoxia). 

Extravehicular activity is recognized as a distinct discipline by the Human Research Program 
(HRP), and has provided intermittent funding for activities in the CHP EVA Roadmap. The 2020 
CHP EVA Roadmap includes current and potential future HRP-funded activities. In November 
2018, the HRP announced the selection of the Impaired EVA Performance study (see Section 3.1.1, 
now referred to as Egress Fitness), which was submitted as a proposal in response to an HRP 
solicitation (Human Exploration Research Opportunities Solicitation: 80JSC017N0001-BPBA 
Appendix C). Human injury modeling also is being considered for future funding by HRP at the 
time of writing.  
Additional details of HRP’s risks, gaps and related activities can be found on the publicly 
accessible HRP website, https://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov.  
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2.4 HUMAN SYSTEM RISKS OF DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS AND HYPOBARIC HYPOXIA  
In addition to the aforementioned EVA Risk, two additional risks that are closely associated with 
EVA are the Risk of Decompression Sickness [8] and the Risk of Hypobaric Hypoxia [9]. The 
primary tasks associated with defining an exploration DCS risk mitigation strategy, including 
validation of exploration prebreathe protocols, are included in this roadmap. The strategy for 
mitigation of DCS during exploration missions has multiple implications for the development and 
operation of exploration EVA space suits and host vehicles. The risk of hypobaric hypoxia is 
bounded by the risk associated with hypoxic exposure during staged decompression strategies used 
to mitigate DCS and therefore requires a very limited research scope.  

2.5 EXPLORATION EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT 
MILESTONES  

The most significant updates arising since the previous (2019) release of this document are those 
associated with the directive that NASA will put the first woman and next man on the moon by 
2024 under the Artemis program [10]. Although the 2024 date for a return to the moon is 
aggressive, development of the next generation space suit was already well underway, being 
organized under the xEMU project. The xEMU project team continues to develop a demonstration 
exploration space suit (xEMU Demo) that will be delivered to the ISS in 2023 while concurrently 
working on a lunar version of the xEMU space suit that will enable the Artemis lunar missions. 
The xEMU development milestones are shown in Figure 1. The activities and anticipated products 
described in the 2020 CHP EVA Roadmap align with these milestones.  

 
Figure 1. xEMU development schedule. 

 

2.6 MARS APPLICABILITY OF LUNAR EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
Previous versions of this roadmap assumed that most activities would at least attempt to conduct 
testing under both lunar and Martian gravity simulation conditions. However, the aggressive 
schedule for xEMU development and for the Artemis program overall, in combination with the 
understanding that the xEMU and Mars EMU may differ significantly, have made it more 
practical to focus on lunar-specific testing and development activities.   
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Table 3 describes the extent to which the lunar-focused activities that are the current focus of most 
CHP EVA Roadmap tasks are expected to be applicable to Mars EVA.  
The 2020 CHP EVA Roadmap identifies some specific Mars-focused future activities, which are 
likely to be required to enable Mars missions; however, the exact scope and timing of these tasks 
should be considered notional at this time.  
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Table 3. Mars Applicability of Lunar-focused CHP EVA Roadmap Tasks  

GAP AREA MARS APPLICABILITY 

Prebreathe protocols 
and DCS Models 

No difference expected for Mars (assuming vehicle and suit atmospheres are the same 
as lunar or within model range). 

Crew Required 
Capabilities 

No difference for Mars – tasks are already primarily Mars-focused and must be 
continued at the current time to utilize returning long-duration ISS crewmembers as 
analogs for deconditioned Mars crewmembers.  

Suit Sizing and Fit No significant difference expected for Mars; possible increase in in-flight 
anthropometry changes. 

Human Health & 
Performance (HHP) 
Model 

HHP EVA Model architecture and integration with EVA Mission Systems Software 
(EMSS) and EPIC will be applicable. Physiologic and cognitive data will differ.  

EVA Injury Injury mechanisms, models and countermeasures likely applicable to Mars but with 
additional injury mechanisms possible due to different suit, ConOps, and gravity level. 
May have different risk acceptance and treatment options for Mars.  

Informatics and 
Software 

Will build on lunar informatics but need for significantly increased crew autonomy; 
goal is to develop and test this on the moon. 

ConOps Physical and Cognitive Exploration Simulations (PACES) project simulations and 
performance assessment methods largely applicable to Mars. Different science and 
exploration objectives, communication latency, and possibly decreased crew work 
capacity (due to mission duration, increased EVA physical and cognitive workload) will 
drive different ConOps.  

Suit Design Likely to build on xEMU design but increased gravity, changes to CO2 removal 
technology, and different mission requirements will affect CHP-related aspects of suit 
design. 

 

2.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE CREW HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE EXTRAVEHICULAR 
ACTIVITY ROADMAP 

The HRP EVA Evidence Report [11] explains that review of the EVA risk within the EVA research 
community and the NASA Human Systems Risk Board resulted in the identification of 23 separate 
factors that contribute to the risk of injury and compromised performance because of EVA 
operations. These factors are separated into the interacting domains of human, suit, and operations 
and are further grouped into categories of suit habitability, in-suit physical environment, EVA 
factors, crewmember physical state, and crewmember psychological state. The 3 domains, 5 
categories, and 24 factors are shown in the EVA Risk Master Logic Diagram (Figure 2) and are 
described in the Evidence Report along with the an overview of the available evidence for each 
identified factor. The mapping of the Human Systems EVA Gaps (Table 2) to the contributing 
factors identified in Figure 2 is included in Appendix A of the HRP EVA Evidence Report [11].  
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Figure 2. HRP EVA risk master logic diagram [11]. 

For the purposes of organizing the CHP EVA Roadmap, activities are grouped by the gaps that 
they most directly address and are briefly described in Section 3. The intent of this document is to 
summarize the roadmap rather than to provide significant detail on any specific activity. Many 
activities map to more than one gap but are only shown under one gap.  
The initial release of the Integrated EVA Human Research and Testing Plan was presented and 
published as a conference paper in 2016 [2], with subsequent updates being published via a public 
NASA website in 2017 [3], via presentations at the 2017 and 2018 NASA EVA Technology 
Workshops, and as a publicly available NASA Technical Report in 2019 [4].  

2.8 CREW HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY STANDARD MEASURES 
The gaps defined in Section 2 of this roadmap require that EVA hardware, software, operations, 
and human operators be rigorously characterized and, in some cases, evaluated with respect to 
various aspects of health and performance. Previous versions of this roadmap have included a 
Planetary EVA Standard Measures task, the purpose of which was to provide a reliable and valid 
methodology to evaluate the extent to which a suited test condition provides adequate mobility, 
dexterity, and tactility to enable crewmembers or test subjects to accomplish suited tasks within 
acceptable physical and cognitive workload, fatigue, and comfort limits. The CHP EVA Standard 
Measures task described here is an extension of that work, wherein applicable standard measures 
will be identified or created for all aspects of each CHP gap defined in this roadmap. Standard 
measures are expected to include: 

• Identification of construct being measured  
• Definition of specific data parameter(s)  
• Evidence or basis for inclusion as a standard measure  
• Necessary conditions under which data must be collected (i.e., simulation fidelity) 
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• Applicable data processing methods (e.g., signal processing, identification of outliers, etc.) 
• Considerations regarding numbers of subjects (e.g., minimum number of subjects)  
• Test subject inclusion and exclusion criteria (e.g., level of training, anthropometry, aerobic 

fitness, etc.) 
• Criteria for acceptance (e.g., threshold values as defined in NASA-STD-3001) 

Identification, selection, and interpretation of appropriate standard measures depends on multiple 
contextual factors such as tasks, operations, and human-system interactions. Although many crew 
performance measures exist, there is a need for a framework consisting of a common set of 
measures that characterizes individual performance and total system performance. A more 
structured methodology for measuring crew and system performance can monitor and address on-
going as well as real-time performance gaps. 
Wherever possible, applicable measures as defined within NASA-STD-3001 will be used and 
directly applied. For example, the inspired partial pressure of CO2 (PiCO2) quantification 
methodology identified in [12] and documented in [13] will be applied to the assessment of CO2 
washout performance within the CHP.EVA.SUIT Gap (Table 1). In many cases, existing standards 
are either unavailable or are defined at a high level within NASA-STD-3001 and must be tailored 
to the relevant gaps. Where no applicable standards currently exist, new validated standards will 
be developed and documented within the CHP EVA Standard Measures document, and will be 
proposed for inclusion in future updates to NASA-STD-3001 (as was the case with the Spacesuit 
PiCO2 methodology).  
Another source of standard measures is expected to be the Human Integration Design Handbook 
(HIDH), NASA/SP-2010-3407, which serves as a resource document to NASA-STD-3001, 
Volume 2, Human Factors, Habitability and Environmental Health. The handbook provides 
guidance for writing and implementing human interface requirements and helps guide the 
development of designs and operation for spacecraft human interfaces. The document serves as 
valuable technical resource supplemental to the NASA Systems Engineering Processes and 
Requirements, NPR 7123.1C and Human-Rating Requirements for Space Systems, NPR 8705.2C 
documents.  
Standard measures will not necessarily be the only data collected during a test, and not all tests 
will necessarily include all applicable standard measures, due to logistical or other considerations.  
However, the intention is that all relevant standard measures will be incorporated into a test to the 
extent that it is practical to do so. Physical And Cognitive Exploration Simulations (PACES), 
described in Section 3.3.1, is expected to incorporate multiple CHP EVA Standard Measures while 
also ensuring appropriate simulation fidelity to enable meaningful assessment of the constructs 
being evaluated. Indeed, the express purposes of the PACES methodology is to provide consistent 
and comparable CHP-relevant data across multiple tests and test environments, while minimizing 
confounding variables, and utilization of standard measures is a core component of that approach.  
In addition to providing consistent and comparable methods by which to assess and compare CHP 
across different tests, the measures will be used as criteria to track progress being made with 
respect to gap closure. Gaps will be considered closed if associated study/task/project outcomes 
are demonstrated to be within applicable CHP EVA standards. Key performance parameters for 
each gap will be developed based on the extent to which applicable standards have been identified 
and met. As a notional example, if 80% of anticipated lunar EVA tasks have been evaluated and 
demonstrated to be within applicable CHP EVA Standards, the CHP EVA ConOps (reference 
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Table 1) gap would be considered 80% closed for lunar exploration. Or if 80% of anticipated lunar 
EVA tasks had been evaluated but were found to be within only 50% of applicable CHP EVA 
standards, the gap would be considered (80% × 50%) 40% closed.  
Status: A consolidated document of CHP EVA Standard Measures is expected to be baselined in 
fiscal year (FY)21 with periodic updates as required.  

3 THE CREW HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
ROADMAP  

The content is structured around the CHP EVA Gaps. In many cases, tasks are associated with 
more than one gap but are only shown once. The sequencing of tasks within the roadmap is shown 
in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Planned phasing of tasks in CHP EVA Roadmap. 
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3.1 CREWMEMBER PHYSIOLOGIC AND PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES 
Tasks in this section are relevant primarily to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.CREW Gap: Fitness for Duty 
standards that enable crew health and performance while accounting for the limitations, 
deconditioning, and impairment of crewmembers with respect to sensorimotor, aerobic, strength, 
cognitive, and immunologic function.  
3.1.1 IMPAIRED EVA PERFORMANCE AND FITNESS FOR MISSION TASK VALIDATION (IMPAIRED 

EVA / EGRESS FITNESS) 
Physiologic adaptation to the microgravity environment during transit to Mars is likely to result in 
reduced functional capacity that will hinder the ability to perform tasks after landing on Mars’ 
surface. While most ISS crew maintain muscle strength and aerobic capacity within 10% of pre-
flight levels [14] with robust exercise countermeasure systems, there are currently no 
countermeasures for protection of neurovestibular/sensorimotor capabilities. As evidence, 
returning long-duration ISS crewmembers demonstrate significant decrements in functional 
performance upon return to a gravity environment due to neurovestibular/sensorimotor adaptation 
to microgravity that can take days or weeks from which to recover [15]. The implications of such 
performance decrements are significant since they may affect the ability to perform nominal or 
contingency EVAs immediately post-landing, potentially requiring increased automation and 
teleoperation of surface systems. Performance decrements also may necessitate that the Mars 
Descent Vehicle (MDV) be capable of supporting astronauts for up to 2 weeks on Mars’ surface 
to allow astronauts to rehabilitate before performing EVAs to egress the MDV and ingress a 
surface habitat or pressurized rover. Although the focus of this study is primarily to inform Mars 
exploration, it is unknown to what extent the transition into lunar gravity after an extended 
microgravity exposure may have similar concerns. Apollo missions were all direct flights to the 
moon and future lunar missions may be staged from the Gateway after an extended duration in 
microgravity.  
The purpose of the Impaired EVA Performance study is to characterize suited health and 
performance outcomes in crewmembers as a function of muscular, aerobic, and vestibular/ 
sensorimotor dysfunction after gravitational transitions, which will inform questions such as how 
long crew must remain in the MDV before they are able to safely perform EVAs after landing on 
Mars, which EVA tasks can be performed, and whether systems or operations can be modified to 
enable earlier post-landing EVA. The study will utilize functional EVA performance outcomes 
based on the “First EVA on Mars” scenario. Test subjects will be returning long-duration ISS 
crewmember wearing prototype planetary space suits under simulated reduced-gravity conditions 
shortly after returning to Earth. Additional non-EVA functional performance testing also will be 
performed including performance of simulated telerobotic tasks.  
Status: In progress. Selected for funding via NASA Research Announcement (NRA) Human 
Exploration Research Opportunities (HERO) Solicitation: 80JSC017N0001-BPBA Appendix C.  
Title: Validation of Fitness for Duty Standards Using Pre- and Post-Flight Capsule Egress and 
Suited Functional Performance Tasks in Simulated Reduced Gravity. PIs: J. Norcross and M. 
Rosenberg.   
3.1.2 FITNESS FOR DUTY STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT (FITNESS FOR DUTY – LUNAR; FITNESS 

FOR DUTY – MARS) 
Muscle strength and aerobic fitness standards for NASA astronauts are currently based on 0g EVA 
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(or “spacewalk”) metabolic requirements and maintaining muscle strength and aerobic fitness 
within preflight thresholds that will help facilitate rapid return to preflight levels. The physical and 
cognitive demand associated with partial gravity EVAs is expected to be higher compared to ISS 
EVAs. These exploration performance requirements necessitate an update to the current aerobic 
fitness and muscle strength standards to protect crew health and performance on future missions.  
Simulation of exploration tasks and decrements in physiologic performance capabilities associated 
with spaceflight (e.g., reduced gravity levels, movement within a spacesuit and the spacesuit 
microenvironment, and multi-system physiologic deconditioning) will be difficult. Given these 
limitations, a well-thought-out approach to developing these standards using spaceflight data and 
high-fidelity ground-based analogs is needed. The proposed approach to developing partial gravity 
EVA standards is outlined in Table 4.  
Table 4. Proposed Approach to Developing Partial Gravity EVA Standards 

STEP DESCRIPTION 

1: Literature Based 
Metabolic Upper Bound 

Evaluate literature to determine max. sustainable (6-8 hour) physical workload without 
significant physical and/or cognitive performance decrements (estimate 30% to 40% 
VO2pk) 

Calculate corresponding absolute metabolic rates for astronaut population 

Identify percentage of population exceeding current xEMU capabilities 

2: xEVA task strength and  
metabolic characterization 

Characterize metabolic rates (relative to body weight and absolute) and force required 
for discrete tasks in xEVA ConOps using suited reduced-gravity testing (e.g., ARGOS, 
NBL) 

Identify percentage of crew population for which xEVA task demands may exceed 
sustainable workload or absolute strength requirements for completing a discrete task. 

If FMT study met rates align with xEVA suited reduced-gravity met rates, use FMT-
based models to identify FFD standard recommendations [16, 17]  

Step 3: FFD standard 
recommendations  

Use high fitness/strength and low fitness/strength subjects (based on Egress aerobic 
fitness and muscle strength standard thresholds) in EVA Workload and  Fatigue Study  

Quantify performance during 6-hour simulated planetary EVAs using xEVA tasks and 
ConOps 

If acceptable* sustained EVA performance at low fitness/strength level  use egress-
based FFD standards 

If unacceptable* performance decrements during sustained EVA among low fitness 
cohort  additional testing to identify fitness/strength level at which sustained 
performance is acceptable. 

*Based on CHP EVA Standard Measures 
3.1.3 PHYSICAL AND COGNITIVE SUBJECT CHARACTERIZATION 
This activity will provide systematic collection of physical and cognitive characterization data 
from EVA crewmembers and test subjects participating in the various human-in-the-loop (HITL) 
activities on the CHP EVA Roadmap, wherever possible. These data are expected to include, at a 
minimum: 

• Muscle Performance Test Battery [18] 
• Aerobic Fitness characterization (VO2pk)  
• Cognition Battery  
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• 3D anthropometric laser scan 
• Body mass 

In addition to including these data within the HHP EVA Model, these data will enable 
generalizable assessments of the impact of physical and cognitive capabilities and characteristics 
on EVA crew health and performance, including the development of Fitness for Duty standards 
with respect to muscle strength and aerobic fitness. 

3.2 SUIT DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Tasks in this section are relevant primarily to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.SUIT Gap: EVA spacesuit 
hardware (including mass, CG, pressure, human-system interfaces, Portable Life Support 
Subsystem (PLSS) capabilities, cooling, ventilation, and PGS design characteristics) that is within 
applicable CHP EVA standards for microgravity, lunar surface, and Mars surface exploration 
missions. These studies are also a primary source of data for the EVA HH&P Model associated 
with CHP.EVA.PHYS Gap (reference Table 1).  
3.2.1 EVA TASK STRENGTH AND METABOLIC CHARACTERIZATION (LUNAR FORCES AND MET 

RATES 1 AND  2; MARS FORCES AND MET RATES)  
Metabolic data from Apollo EVAs are lower than metabolic rates during similar tasks performed 
in prototype high-mobility planetary EVA suits under simulated reduced gravity, by as much as 
double in some cases [19-21]. The reason(s) for these differences are not fully understood, but may 
include the limited mobility of the Apollo suit, increased work capacity enabled by higher mobility 
space suits, comparison of nonequivalent flight and ground-test tasks, compensation for the 
reduced-gravity simulation environments, and/or other factors. It is important that the xEMU be 
capable of supporting the anticipated metabolic work rates of crewmembers during planetary EVA 
and that crewmembers be capable of performing for extended periods at the work rates expected 
to be required when working in the xEMU. It is therefore also important to accurately predict 
anticipated metabolic rates during future planetary EVAs.  
This study will enable estimates for metabolic rate profiles for expected planetary EVA tasks, 
based on analysis of existing data sets and collection of new data sets in ARGOS and possibly 
Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory (NBL) environments. Initial estimates (Lunar Met Rates 1) will be 
made based on testing with the Mark III space suit in ARGOS and testing of the Z-2 space suit in 
the NBL in simulated lunar gravity. Estimates will be updated in FY21 based on testing with the 
xEMU DVT space suit (Lunar Met Rates 2) and using an updated ARGOS gimbal and PLSS mass 
simulator.  
ARGOS is designed to simulate any reduced-gravity environments, such as lunar, Martian, or 
microgravity, using a robotic system similar to an overhead bridge crane. The facility provides 
several advantages over other partial gravity analogs (e.g., POGO, NBL, parabolic flight) 
including, full X, Y, Z translational DOF, a precise control of the offload, and active control of all 
translational axes to reduce the system inertial effects on the subject. Despite these advantages 
over previous or other partial-gravity simulation environments, ARGOS still has limitations on 
freedom of movement within the gimbals, volume to perform tasks, and height of the structure for 
inclusion of large scale mock-ups.  
In addition to metabolic workload requirements, the physical strength requirements associated 
with planetary EVA tasks will also be evaluated, results of which will feed into the Fitness for 
Duty Standards development, described in the previous section. Estimation of forces and torques 
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is expected to be achieved primarily through simulation and HITL testing of discrete EVA tasks 
or even subtasks, as well as through computational modeling (Section 3.7.4); however, inclusion 
of force measurement within the metabolic characterization testing will also be investigated.  
This activity was combined with planetary EVA Standard measures in the 2019 roadmap; the 2020 
roadmap separates the standard measures component from metabolic task characterization and 
distinguishes between lunar and Mars metabolic task characterization, with the latter activity being 
added as a separate, follow-on activity later in the roadmap (“Mars Met Rates”).  
Status: Lunar Met Rates 1 is in progress. Significant testing was undertaken during the first half 
of FY20 on “feasibility testing” using ARGOS and the Mark III spacesuit, the purpose of which 
was to evaluate the simulation quality of the integrated spacesuit-gimbal-ARGOS system. As a 
result of this testing, design and fabrication of a new gimbal and a PLSS mass simulator was 
initiated, which aim to improve the realism of the lunar gravity simulation.  
3.2.2 MASS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY ACCEPTABILITY (LUNAR MASS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY; 

MARS MASS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY) 
The mass and center of gravity (CG) of space suits affects the ability of suited crewmembers to 
perform mission tasks during planetary EVA [22]. However, existing data are inadequate to 
accurately predict acceptable mass and CG combinations for the xEMU. The primary objective of 
this study is to develop an adjustable mass and CG simulation and evaluate the acceptability of the 
proposed mass/CG of the xEMU for performance of planetary EVA tasks using the EVA Standard 
Measures. Because crewmember anthropometry, strength, and aerobic fitness also affect EVA 
performance, test subjects for this study will be selected to ensure acceptability for the lower 
percentiles of the crew population.  
NASA developed an integrated CG suit model using the 3D models of suit components and 
reported mass of each suit component. Additionally, human body manikins (CG derived from 
individual body segments) can be aligned inside the CG suit model to provide an overall CG 
location, which can be projected onto a virtual force plate (Figure 4). The overall CG location will 
automatically update based on the size and shape of the human manikin. 

      
Figure 4. Segmented suit geometry with part-wise CG (left) and virtual overlay of suit geometry 
over the body scan for center of mass (CoM).  

This virtual model is being validated through testing at ARGOS using force plates. This model 
was also incorporated into software tool to assist the NBL in their planetary EVA simulations. A 
realistic CG is needed to improve simulation task quality and perform accurate ergonomic and task 
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assessments. The tool was created to provide weigh-out assistance to the dive support team. 
Further model refinement and additional CG validation testing is ongoing.  
Status:  CG model development ongoing; testing planned in late FY20.  
3.2.3 SUIT PRESSURE (LUNAR SUIT PRESSURE; MARS SUIT PRESSURE) 
The pressure at which EVA suits operate affects the resistance experienced by crewmembers at 
individual joints, which can affect the health and performance outcomes for those crewmembers. 
Lower suit pressure reduces suit joint torques but also increases the risk of DCS. The purpose of 
this study is to use the EVA Standard Measures methodology to quantify and compare health and 
human performance outcomes for human subjects operating in the space suit at 4.3 psia, 5.0 psia 
(to be confirmed) and 8.2 psia; these pressures represent anticipated pressure set points for the 
xEMU during initial lunar missions.  
The duration of testing will be adequate to identify fatigue effects. It is not expected that these data 
will affect suit design, because it is currently assumed that the Pressure Garment System (PGS) 
for exploration missions will be capable of operating at each of these set points; however, results 
of this study are expected to inform the selection of suit operating pressure(s) used during EVAs, 
which is a trade between decompression stress at lower suit pressures and increased joint resistance 
and fatigue at higher pressures. Findings of acceptable health and performance outcomes during 
extended operations at higher suit pressures could lead to the development of shorter prebreathe 
protocols, if EVAs are to be performed at higher suit pressures, especially for spacecraft that are 
unable to operate at the Exploration Atmosphere [23]. 
Status: Testing is targeted to begin in late FY20 or early FY21 using the Z-2.0 space suit, MK III, 
and possibly glovebox testing, with more comprehensive testing planned using the xEMU DVT 
space suit in FY21. Initial testing may be performed as part of Lunar Met Rates 1, with subjects 
performing their training runs at elevated pressure of 5.0 psid. Subjects will perform a glove 
dexterity and comfort testing protocol as outlined by the High Performance EVA Glove study, in 
addition to several PACES tasks. Representative test durations will be important to evaluate 
fatigue effects. This will provide discrete performance data from functional glove tasks in addition 
to in context feedback from the subjects during flight-like activities (e.g., geology sample 
collection and preparation; ambulation; working in and around landers; etc.).  
3.2.4 XEVA TOOLS 
The xEVA Tools Team is responsible for the design, development, manufacturing, assembly, 
testing, and certification of the Artemis xEVA tools.  They are expected to include tools to support 
standard EVA operations, geology, dust mitigation, construction, incapacitated crew rescue, and 
maintenance.  
In FY20, the xEVA Tools team has been tasked with starting the “Baseline Artemis Geology 
Tools.” While the Artemis ConOps is still being developed, this small suite of geology sampling 
tools is expected to be required regardless of the specific science objectives. Those tools include a 
hammer, scoop, rake, extension handle, tongs, sample bag, Drive Tube, contingency sampler, and 
the US flag. Examples are shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5.  xEVA geology tools prototypes.  

Work on dust mitigation tools and techniques also has been initiated. Existing hardware is being 
evaluated with respect to potential use singularly or in combination with one another to remove 
regolith from the xEMU before ingressing the Human Landing System (HLS) vehicle. The overall 
dust mitigation requirement will be controlled by more than just the xEVA tools team, but the tools 
will be one of the first lines of defense.   
In addition, the xEVA Tools team has started work on the xEMU to tools interfaces. These 
interfaces will allow the crewmembers to carry tools on the suit without holding them in their 
hands. Early testing should determine whether the interfaces will be incorporated into the xEMU 
Environmental Protection Garment, if they will be manufactured and certified separately and 
installed on the xEMU, or some combination of the two. 
Tool development, testing, and deployment is expected to continue throughout the 2020s to 
support all of the Artemis Phase 1 and Phase 2 objectives. 
Status: Ongoing.  
3.2.5 XEMU HARDWARE EVALUATIONS  
Several xEMU requirements derived in part or in whole from NASA-STD-3001 point to the need 
to verify the acceptability of the xEMU Demo and subsequent xEMU planetary space suits with 
respect to human health and performance. Details of these future verification and validation tests 
will be developed in collaboration between the EVA Office, engineering, and HH&P. The scope 
of the integrated human-system performance testing throughout the hardware development life-
cycle process will ensure that xEMU Demo and subsequent xEMU space suits provide mobility, 
dexterity, and tactility to enable crewmembers to accomplish suited tasks within acceptable 
physical workload, fatigue, and comfort limits for all microgravity and partial-gravity EVA 
scheduled and contingency mobility tasks. The testing also will ensure that the cognitive 
performance capabilities, workload productivity, and safety shall be accommodated in the human-
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system interfaces for all levels of crew capability and all levels of task demands. It is anticipated 
that the accommodation of cognitive capabilities will be demonstrated, in part or in whole, through 
the acceptable performance of simulated EVA tasks using the tasks and assessment methods being 
developed for PACES. Evaluations will be used to describe and establish workload and other 
human-system performance criteria during all crew operations. 
The xEMU hardware evaluations also will include characterization of CO2 washout performance, 
results of which will verify compliance with the associated xEMU requirements, and also will be 
incorporated into the EVA Human Health and Performance model.  
Data collection, analysis, and detailed test results will be documented and used to understand risks 
and uncertainties while potentially influencing human-system design and supporting operational 
performance across missions. 
Status: Planned to begin in FY20.  
3.2.6 XEMU SATELLITE HANDLING HUMAN LOADS (AKA “MANLOADS”) TESTING 
The forces exerted by the human into the axial restraint system of the suit are referred to as 
manloads [24] and must be measured so that appropriate conservatism is incorporated into the suit 
structure design, ensuring that the suit cannot be damaged by the movement of the human. The 
manloads input to suit structure is suit design dependent and, as such, the test setup is specific to 
the suit load path and suit hardware being evaluated. Measured manloads also are dependent on 
suit sizing and fit; in most cases, a subject wearing a tighter-fitting suit (fingertip-to-fingertip, heel-
to-shoulder, crotch-to shoulder) will induce greater manloads than a subject wearing a loosely 
fitting suit. 
Testing of the Space Shuttle EMU indicated that satellite handling manloads impart higher loads 
into the suit than the so-called isometric manloads that occurred during normal or exaggerated 
motions in the suit. These satellite handling manloads were used as inputs to the Z2 structural 
design, but must be verified. Manloads distribution throughout a suit’s components is geometry 
dependent, therefore the actual magnitudes and locations of maximum manloading must be 
evaluated for the new suit design.  
Status: Ongoing. Funded by the EVA Office and led by the Anthropometry and Biomechanics 
Facility (ABF) and CTSD. Completion of this task is expected in 2020. The manloads associated 
with the Z-2 suit mobility architecture were measured during this study using on-suit axial sensors, 
during HITL testing on the ARGOS. In this test series, the subject was asked to lie prone on an air 
bearing cart that slid with minimal friction on a smooth aluminum plate as shown in Figure 6. The 
subject was asked to firmly grip an EVA handrail, which was then pulled away at one of two 
speeds: slow (0.83 cm/s) and fast (8.23cm/s). Test conditions included an inline loading condition 
(direction of pull perpendicular to the foot restraints) and an off-axis loading condition (direction 
of pull a 60-degree angle to the foot restraints). These loads are currently being analyzed, and 
results will be included in a final report on the study. 
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Figure 6: Diagram of manloads test (MK III model used as surrogate for Z-2 in 
illustration). 

3.2.7 XEMU DONNING AND DOFFING LOADS  
Donning and doffing a suit can be an aggressive endeavor, especially when the wearer is well 
indexed in the suit. This leads to concerns of overloading the suit components that must withstand 
loads applied via the don/doff maneuver. Previous testing on the EMU evaluated loads applied 
throughout the don/doff maneuver, including ingress of the suit and closure of the waist – both in 
1g and microgravity conditions. However, the rear-entry configuration of the xEMU will lead to 
different loading patterns than the waist entry Space Shuttle EMU, and must therefore be verified 
(reference Figure 7). Testing to evaluate the loads into the suit and provide inputs to structural 
modeling is planned for 2020.  

 
Figure 7: Example doffing of a rear-entry configuration suit (the Z-2) 

Status: Ongoing 
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3.2.8 EVA CONTINGENCY CO2 LIMITS 
Previous versions of this roadmap described work on development of methods for the 
quantification of inspired CO2 (PiCO2) in spacesuits, as well as the definition of acceptable limits 
for future spacesuit designs. This work resulted in a standard test protocol for inspired CO2 [13], 
an xEMU requirement for nominal inspired CO2, and a NASA standard for nominal inspired CO2, 
included in NASA-STD-3001 Volume 2, Rev B. However, neither the xEMU requirement nor 
NASA Standard apply to contingency scenarios in which higher levels of PiCO2 may be permitted 
for brief periods of time. There is an absence of data associated with in-flight, acute, high PiCO2 
exposures in human subjects, so current contingency CO2 requirements permit only minimal 
excursions above nominal limits.  
The purpose of this task is to conduct in-flight testing on physiologic and cognitive responses to 
acute exposures to known levels of PiCO2. In-flight testing may be necessary because of concerns 
that sensitivity to CO2 may be significantly increased in spaceflight as compared with Earth-based 
exposures.  
Status: A study design is being formulated for consideration by xEVA project and the Human 
Research Program.  
3.2.9 EVA FOOD SYSTEM  
To account for energy expenditure associated with extended duration EVA operations, NASA-
STD-3001 Volume 2, outlines that daily provisions will account for the addition of 837 kJ (200 
kcal) per surface (e.g., moon, Mars) EVA hour when these operations exceed 4 hours in duration 
(NASA-STD-3001). Furthermore, according to these requirements “the system shall provide a 
means for crew nutrition in pressure suits designed for surface (e.g., moon or Mars) EVAs.” This 
approach is expected to provide additional benefits to physical and cognitive performance during 
and after EVA operations compared to an approach where additional nutrition is only available 
before and after EVAs. There are several physiologic, logistic, and engineering aspects of an EVA 
Food System that require a concerted effort from several technical disciplines to fully address the 
following questions:  

• How much nutrition (e.g., kcals) must be provided/available in-suit and how much can be 
leveraged by supplementing pre- and post-EVA rations?  

• What food formulations are appropriate and safe for extended in-suit operations (e.g., 
liquids, solids, palatability, low residue)?  

• What are the limitations of the suit (e.g., suit volume, waste management, ports)?  
• What are practices and preferences that astronauts commonly follow that should be 

considered (e.g., pre, post, NBL habits, eating, voiding). 
The planned approach will provide recommendations on the caloric quantity and nutritional 
composition (protein, fat, carbohydrate) of nutrition for pre-, mid-, and post-EVA consumption 
based on review of relevant literature and anticipated energy expenditure associated with planetary 
EVA (provided by the EVA Metabolic Characterization study). Design solutions for meeting the 
recommendations then will be developed in coordination between food scientists, human factors 
engineers, xEMU project engineers, and the crew office. Suited and unsuited testing will be used 
to evaluate the human factors of the EVA food system prototype and to inform refinements as 
needed. The EVA Workload and Fatigue study will incorporate the expected EVA food system to 
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the same extent that it is expected to be included in the Artemis II mission. If necessary, the EVA 
Workload and Fatigue study will be performed with and without the EVA Food System.  
Status: Expected to begin in FY21.   

3.3 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY TASKS AND CONCEPTS OF OPERATIONS 
Tasks in this section are relevant primarily to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.CONOPS Gap: EVA tasks 
and concepts of operation, and mission designs that are within applicable CHP EVA standards 
for microgravity, lunar surface, and Mars surface exploration missions.  
3.3.1 PHYSICAL AND COGNITIVE EXPLORATION SIMULATIONS (PACES) DEVELOPMENT  
The PACES (Physical and Cognitive Exploration Simulations) project is being developed as a 
complement of tasks, procedures, information systems, and standard measures that simulates 
realistic physical and cognitive workload under flight-like exploration scenarios and provides a 
standardized methodology by which to characterize and assess physiology, performance, and other 
human factors data. The PACES project will develop a catalog of representative exploration tasks 
and procedures, tailored to meet the constraints of analog test environments. These tasks are 
derived from the JSC EVA-EXP-0042 Document: Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Office 
Exploration EVA System Concept of Operations [25] that describes the possible types of EVAs 
that may be performed in missions beyond Earth orbit.  
The development of technologies and operations concepts to enable safe, effective, and efficient 
exploration EVAs requires that candidate approaches be rigorously evaluated in operationally 
relevant environments. The ISS is a poor analog for exploration EVA research, and prototype 
space suits are limited in their availability, and are difficult to test under conditions that are 
representative of exploration EVA operations due to their excessive weight when used in Earth 
gravity. Laboratory testing of prototype exploration space suits is typically performed to evaluate 
physiology and biomechanics, and is conducted without the cognitive demands and constraints of 
a realistic operational environment. Meanwhile, analog testing during scientific field studies may 
be used to evaluate operations concepts and technologies, but are not physiologically 
representative of exploration EVA conditions and such tests generally include limited simulations 
of cognitive workload and little or no capacity to measure cognitive performance.  
The PACES project is being developed such that most elements of the simulations, including the 
embedded physical and cognitive performance metrics, will be usable under shirt-sleeve, hybrid 
reality, and suited test conditions. For example, subjects will either be in a pressurized spacesuit 
under simulated reduced gravity or they will be outfitted with a spacesuit simulator so as to 
reproduce approximate physical workloads as measured during previous suit tests in reduced- 
gravity simulations. This approach means that testing of preliminary concepts or candidate 
technologies can be performed at relatively low cost and with larger sample sizes, with follow-on 
testing of down-selected concepts or with smaller sample sizes possible under suited conditions 
using comparable methods and metrics.  
Cognitive workloads will be simulated through a combination of flight-like tasks including life 
support monitoring, timeline management, communication, navigation, and procedure execution. 
Performance on simulated cognitive tasks will be measured using a combination of subjective 
measures, explicit queries, and implicit performance measures such as task completion times, error 
rates, and deviation rates. Initially, PACES consists of one or two EVA test subjects and an 
intravehicular (IV) surrogate or test operator. It is planned that the simulation will later expand to 
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include multiple IV crewmembers, as well as non-EVA scenarios, which will enable further 
evaluations of operational concepts, communication methods, and research questions of team 
dynamics and trust. “Modules” of exploration tasks (e.g., airlock egress and ingress, EVA 
maintenance task, instrument deployment task, etc.) are being developed that can be combined to 
enable multihour, end-to-end simulations.  
The PACES is being developed such that the impact of changes to EVA design parameters such 
as displays, biosensors, informatics, and metabolic- and thermal-control algorithms, as well as 
different concepts of operation, can be evaluated using simulated EVA scenarios that accurately 
replicate the physical and cognitive workload of real EVAs, while also using quantitative and 
operationally-relevant metrics of physical and cognitive performance.  
Task analysis is an activity that breaks a task down into its component levels. It involves (1) the 
identification of the tasks and subtasks involved in a process or system, and (2) analysis of those 
tasks (e.g., who performs them, what equipment is used, under what conditions, the priority of the 
task, dependence on other tasks). The focus is on the human and how they perform the task, rather 
than the system. Results can help determine the displays or controls that should be developed/used 
for a particular task, the ideal allocation of tasks to humans vs. automation, and the criticality of 
tasks, which will help drive design decisions. 
The objective of the PACES task analysis is to document and track tasks in the PACES timelines. 
The task information is used to feed detailed design, databases, and models. Designers also can 
use the task analysis to design subsystems and components to accommodate crew tasks. Human 
Factors Engineers use the analysis to plan HITL evaluations and verifications in addition to 
operations personnel utilizing it for ConOps and crew procedures development. 
Maintaining consistent nomenclature across the PACES project is also an integral component of 
ensuring commonality and efficiency of development across multiple personnel and organizations. 
PACES has structured the various levels of a mission timeline to the tasks performed to the actions 
needed to perform those tasks as follows and shown in Figure 8:  

1. Procedure: Top level category, encompassing a single, complete EVA.  
• In graphical format, also referred to as the timeline. 
• Composed of a sequence of all PACES task and subtask instructions planned in the 

EVA day schedule. 
2. Task: A discrete work objective in the EVA day.  

• (e.g., science instrument deploy, ingress, geology sampling) 
• Tasks are composed of steps 
• Some tasks include subtasks 

3. Subtasks (optional): Discrete blocks of work to complete within a task (e.g., sampling, 
initialize geophone module, translate) 
• Subtasks are composed of steps 

4. Steps: Individual instructions for completing the subtask procedure block  
5. Substeps (optional): Some steps will have additional checks/actions/reminders to 

complete.  
6. Functional Movement: Movement action required to complete the steps and/or substeps   

•  (e.g., kneeling, walking, standing, etc.) 
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Figure 8: EVA nomenclature.  

Status: Ongoing. The PACES Methods Development activity will continue throughout the 
multiyear development and maturation of xEVA systems, tasks, and ConOps to ensure frequent, 
user-centered testing in accordance with human systems integration best practices.  
3.3.2 EVA TASKS AND  CONOPS TESTING 
Development of tasks under the PACES project will be done iteratively, following a circular 
design, build, and test philosophy to ensure that they are accurately reflecting the latest state of 
knowledge on planned exploration missions. Once a task is defined, H-3PO and CX3 personnel 
work with subject matter experts (SMEs) to develop and document task components: timelines, 
procedures, communication scripts, mock-up requirements, and measurement hardware. 
Following the first drafting of these PACES task products, iterative testing of procedures, 
timelines, task execution methods, mock-ups, simulation layouts, and data collection methods is 
performed shirt-sleeve in the H-3PO laboratory. This rapid prototype task test bed allows for 
iteration with low overhead and lower cost than performing developmental testing in a more 
advanced analog environment (e.g., NBL or ARGOS).  
Integral to this shirt-sleeve testing is understanding the impact adding PACES measures may have 
on the exploration simulation quality, and development of data analysis methods and associated 
products. This process ensures that both the task design and subsequent products will generate 
reliable data and meet the needs of various stakeholders seeking to close gaps, mitigate risks, and 
train future lunar astronauts, design hardware, or conduct human performance centered research. 
Figure 9 illustrates how an exploration mission concept timeline can be reduced into the 
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component tasks and then further reduced into individual tasks and procedures to be completed, 
as well as how those products are used to execute a PACES test. 

 
Figure 9: PACES timeline, task, and procedure development.  

As components of the tasks are refined, requirements to adapt the modules to analog environments 
are developed in parallel where possible; however, formal testing in those environments occurs 
only after the module concept and associated elements are proven in the H-3PO shirt-sleeve 
environment. No single analog environment is able to fully simulate all aspects of exploration 
operations and multiple different test facilities are leveraged as part of the PACES methodology. 
In some cases, a task procedure or mock-up may need to be altered to execute the task in a specific 
analog environment. The degree to which the task can be changed without affecting the validity of 
the data is determined through this analog, environment-pilot-testing phase, and subsequent 
stakeholder review of data products. This testing in analog environments will focus primarily on 
simulation quality and feasibility of task execution to determine optimal analogs to perform tasks. 
These data will inform a growing list of tasks in the “PACES catalog” such that researchers can 
optimally select the correct task-analog implementation for their studies. Tasks are currently being 
developed for testing in the JSC Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory (NBL), the H-3PO Assessments of 
Physiology and Cognition in Hybrid reality Environments (APACHE) test bed, the ARGOS, and 
field testing at the JSC rock yard.  
Once pilot testing in both shirt-sleeve and analog environments is complete, the development 
products are again vetted through the PACES stakeholder community for a final approval. This 
ensures that test execution documentation, mock-ups, hardware, tools, and data products are able 
to be optimally shared across stakeholder objectives and meet the needs of any planned studies. 
From this “catalog” of exploration tasks, multiple groups can then build integrated timelines to 
achieve specific study aims (e.g., build different simulated mission timelines for the EVA 
Workload and Fatigue study to look at effects of different EVA ConOps on performance) with 
consistent execution and data collection methods. This maximizes utility of data, cross-test 
comparisons, sharing of simulation elements (i.e., procedures and mock-ups used between analog 
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environments), and improvements to execution are quickly distributed across stakeholders, 
reducing risk of repeated or out-of-sync development efforts.  
The PACES tasks and associated procedures will be used for studies in the near term. This may 
require separate “simulation scripts” that compensate for a lack of a true flight environment with 
test execution controlled elements (e.g., pre-planned stops on a traverse to simulate crew making 
new discoveries). This is necessary from a research perspective to control the level of effort and 
simulation that each subject experiences to make accurate comparisons. However, over time, it is 
the goal that PACES tasks, which are initially scoped in reference to best effort understanding of 
what the real flight tasks that could be performed are, will evolve into the actual flight procedures, 
building upon all of the lessons learned and data products created through PACES development 
and testing. This will include the building and improvement of ground-based simulations and 
analog environment simulation facilities to support testing, flight crew training, and real lunar 
surface hardware evaluations.  
Status: Ongoing.  
3.3.3 EVA WORKLOAD AND FATIGUE 
The human health and performance implications of mission designs that include up to 24 hours 
EVA per person per week have not been evaluated and may not be credible. The purpose of the 
EVA Workload and Fatigue study is to characterize and evaluate health and performance outcomes 
as a function of EVA duration and frequency, up to 24 hours of EVA in a week. During the Space 
Shuttle Program, there were occasions on which pairs of astronauts approached 24 hours of EVA 
in a week; however, those were microgravity EVAs and short-duration missions. Results of this 
study will inform Fitness for Duty standards (Section 3.1.2) and also may yield recommendations 
for changes to mission ConOps and task design.  
Multiple test subjects with a range of anthropometries and fitness levels will perform up to 3 × 8 
hour (or 4 × 6 hour) simulated planetary EVAs in a week using the PACES methodology to 
periodically measure performance during the simulated EVAs. Criteria will be defined and 
assessed for ending EVAs given specific degrees of decrement in physical and/or cognitive 
performance. The types, frequencies, and durations of tasks performed during the EVA simulations 
will be based on the xEVA Concept of Operations for Artemis and will use the PACES 
methodology. Shirt-sleeve testing using the APACHE (see following section) will precede suited 
testing using ARGOS and possibly the NBL. Test subjects will be selected within targeted ranges 
of anthropometry and physical fitness to enable validation of Fitness for Duty standards.  
Opportunities to incorporate objectives of this study within end-to-end mission simulations such 
as Human Exploration Research Analog (HERA), Crew Health and Performance Exploration 
Analog (CHAPEA) and the Exploration Atmosphere Prebreathe Validation study will be 
investigated. For best engineering data, this investigation would be performed with a high-fidelity 
system requiring realistic maintenance to assess the success of efforts to ease and limit required 
maintenance.  
Status: Planned. Shirt-sleeve testing to begin in FY21.  
3.3.4 ASSESSMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGY AND COGNITION IN HYBRID-REALITY ENVIRONMENTS 

(APACHE) 
A primary test environment within which the PACES complement is being developed and will be 
utilized during future studies is APACHE. A hybrid-reality EVA environment as well as computer 
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models of spacecraft systems already have been developed and are continuing to be evolved by 
internal NASA engineering collaborators. The purpose of APACHE is to adapt and implement 
NASA’s existing hybrid reality capabilities in combination with dedicated development to create 
an integrated hybrid reality simulation, incorporating the full PACES complement of scenarios, 
tasks, procedures, sensors, information systems, displays, interfaces, and metrics. The APACHE 
is currently being developed within the hi-bay area of the Human Performance Laboratory (JSC’s 
Building 21) and will provide a rigorous, repeatable, affordable, and readily available environment 
for PACES testing.  
Status: Ongoing. The APACHE currently includes models of lunar landers (including combined 
physical/virtual interaction with airlock control panels, etc.), surface experiment packages, drive-
able rovers and geological features. Environments near lunar equator as well as lunar south 
pole/Shackleton Crater rim can be used, which simulate the realistic lighting conditions of these 
locations. The simulation capabilities have recently been expanded to allow multiple EV 
crewmembers to see and interact with each other in the virtual reality environment, as well as the 
implementation of a lunar regolith simulant surface for subjects to walk on to further improve the 
simulation quality. Testing of the ambulation capability using a passive treadmill was conducted 
in Spring 2020 [26]. Development of the APACHE environment to support Artemis Phase 1 testing 
is currently ongoing and expected to continue in FY21. 
3.3.5 SCIENTIFIC HYBRID REALITY ENVIRONMENTS (SHYRE) 
The SHyRE (Scientific Hybrid Reality Environments) is a planetary-science focused hybrid-
reality analog closely related to APACHE. The use of analog environments in preparing for future 
planetary surface exploration is key in ensuring we both understand the processes shaping other 
planetary surfaces as well as develop the technology, systems, and concepts of operations 
necessary to operate in these geologic environments. Although conducting fieldwork and testing 
technology in relevant terrestrial field environments is crucial in this development, it is often the 
case that operational testing requires a time-intensive iterative process that is hampered by the 
rigorous conditions (e.g., terrain, weather, location, etc.) found in most field environments. 
Additionally, field deployments can be costly and logistically challenging, typically limiting the 
testing opportunities to only once or twice per year.  
To overcome these inherent challenges, SHyRE is a Planetary Science and Technology from 
Analog Research (PSTAR) funded, multiyear campaign aimed at developing a scientifically robust 
analog environment using hybrid reality setting that addresses these limitations [27, 28]. Hybrid 
reality is unique in that operators not only work within a virtual environment, but physical objects, 
advanced tracking systems, and various other technologies (e.g., procedure assistant, voice 
recognition, feature tracking, etc.) also are incorporated to create a highly realistic and immersive 
simulated environment. 
To date, the SHyRE program has integrated handheld scientific instruments into a scientifically 
relevant geologic scene and developed a preliminary set of human planetary exploration testing 
scenarios. These scenarios include part-task training and procedure development of the scientific 
instruments as well as prototyped informatics displays to study in-situ data analysis and utilization. 
The application of this analog environment has immediate implications and opportunities to inform 
future planetary missions and science investigations by rapidly prototyping and testing new 
scientific instruments with relevant data processing activities (e.g., archiving and analysis) 
embedded within realistic/envisioned flight operational constraints. It is anticipated that relevant 
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elements of the SHyRE environment will be incorporated as “modules” into future APACHE 
simulations and vice-versa, with significant overlap in personnel and technologies already existing 
between the projects.  
Status: Ongoing [27, 28].  
3.3.6 INTEGRATED EXPLORATION EVA FIELD SIMULATIONS  
Integrated exploration EVA field simulations, similar to Desert Research and Technology Studies 
(DRATS) tests from 2008-2011, can serve as important opportunities to evaluate exploration 
ConOps, capabilities, and prototype technologies. These type of simulations can be conducted in 
environments that combine high-fidelity, flight-like operations; integration with multiple other 
systems; and include many of the other flight-like challenges associated with field environments 
such as dust, rough terrain, and communication challenges. In the past, such tests also have served 
as valuable focusing elements and milestones for multiple separate but interrelated projects.  
The scope, location, and timing of these simulations have not been determined yet, but are expected 
to involve implementation and testing of the current exploration ConOps and surface system 
prototypes such as EVA tools and informatics. These tests may not include pressurized suit testing, 
because of the lack of a portable gravity offload system at this time, but they are expected to use 
prototype xEMU informatics in combination with the EVA Mission Systems Software (EMSS) 
(see Section 3.5.3). 
Status. Planned to begin FY21.  
3.3.7 TERRESTRIAL FIELDWORK CHARACTERIZATION  
There remains a lack of understanding regarding the intrinsic operational challenges, success 
criteria, cadence, and behaviors that field scientists must overcome and exhibit to achieve their 
fieldwork objectives in present-day terrestrial settings, let alone hypothesized future spaceflight 
missions. This task aims to characterize the physical and cognitive demands associated with “Earth 
normal” scientific fieldwork, to inform the development and testing of ConOps, tools, technologies 
and techniques in laboratory environments, where the physical, cognitive, and operational 
constraints of spaceflight can be more realistically simulated as compared with field analogs.  
Pilot work has been initiated to more directly study the rudimentary components of the scientific 
process within traditional terrestrial fieldwork. Using a combination of data collection methods 
that include audio, video, and motion-based wearable sensors such as inertial measurement units 
(IMUs), this work can characterize the work performed by field scientists to understand the 
moment-to-moment relationships between the cognitive challenges and physical behaviors 
demonstrated throughout their lunar-relevant field campaigns. These insights then can be 
integrated into ongoing complementary development and testing activities at NASA JSC that 
incorporate high-fidelity spaceflight constraints. As a result, this project will generate grounded 
work representations that span multiday, multisite fieldwork campaigns to better define spaceflight 
exploration concepts and technologies that account for realistic scientific fieldwork demands and 
productivity. 
The Workload and Fatigue study, as well as future evaluations of EMSS and xEMU Informatics 
using PACES will utilize ConOps that are based on the results of these studies.  
Status: Pilot work performed in FY19 and continues in FY20 with a NASA TRISH Post-Doctoral 
award  
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3.3.8 HUMAN HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS OF EVA  
Although EVA ConOps documents are maintained for design reference missions by the EVA 
Office (EVA-EXP-0042), in some cases they do not include the necessary detail to inform the 
design of HH&P studies or they lack detail on expected human constraints and considerations that 
may affect architectural decisions. Through close coordination with the EVA Office and the Flight 
Operations Directorate, existing ConOps documents will be supplemented with documentation of 
relevant HH&P data and assumptions, including information such as estimated metabolic rates, 
ground reaction forces, task types and frequencies, and decompression profiles. This task will 
ensure appropriate documentation and, where possible, publication of the results and outcomes of 
the activities described in the CHP EVA Roadmap.  
Status: Ongoing. FY20 efforts are focused on publication of xEMU Inspired CO2 requirements 
development including: EMU inspired CO2 characterization; inspired CO2 literature review; 
xEMU requirement development [29, 30]. Status: Ongoing. FY20 efforts are focused on 
publication of xEMU Inspired CO2 requirements development including: EMU inspired CO2 
characterization; inspired CO2 literature review; xEMU requirement development[13, 30].  

3.4 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY HUMAN HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE STATE ESTIMATION  
Tasks in this section are primarily associated with Table 1 CHP.EVA.PHYS Gap: Predictive 
estimates of individualized crew health and performance state associated with anticipated EVA 
tasks during lunar surface, Mars transit, and Mars surface exploration missions.  
3.4.1 EVA HUMAN HEALTH AND PERFORMANCE MODEL 
The EVA HH&P Model will be a model for providing time-varying estimates of EVA translation 
distances, joint cycles, ground reaction force dose, decompression stress, workload, physical and 
cognitive fatigue, hydration, nutrition, metabolic rates, heat storage, inspired CO2 exposure, and 
consumables usage rates when given model inputs including suit mass, gravity level, task type, 
and other individualized health and performance predictors. Additional metrics determined 
through the EVA Standard Measures study may also prove valuable in this model as surrogates 
for values that cannot be directly estimated or measured, and data from the Workload and Fatigue 
study may also be used to incorporate fatigue-related effects. Model outputs will inform fitness for 
duty standards, exercise prescriptions, prebreathe validation protocols, suit lifecycle information 
for certification profiles, EVA consumables sizing and monitoring, and may also inform 
exploration concepts of operations, task design, and eventual exploration EVA planning. This 
model will also function as a core component of the EMSS, described in Section 3.5.3. 
Mobility required of crewmembers to perform various EVA tasks is an important component of 
the EVA HH&P Model, as it has implications for fatigue, injury risk, and suit component cycling. 
IMUs on each segment of the spacesuit during ground testing can characterize the postures and 
activities of the astronauts. Currently, postures and activities evaluated with the IMUs include 
ambulation, standing, bending over, and kneeling. Figure 8 (a) shows examples of the postures 
and activities during EVA-like tasks, such as deploying science experiments on the lunar surface. 
The duration and percentage of each activity type classified by IMUs and their corresponding 
health and performance metrics can provide both quantitative and objective data for the model and 
work-domain characterizations. An example report is shown in Figure 8.  
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(a) 

 
     (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Examples of postures and activities: walking on the treadmill (left); standing with torso 
bent forward (middle), kneeling with both knees (right). (b) Example data representation of periods 
of functional movements performed by the crewmember. 

The model will use a combination of data from HITL testing, flight and training data, as well as 
physics-based models where available. The model will begin with existing datasets and physics-
based models and will be incrementally updated and validated through prediction and 
incorporation of additional datasets as they become available. Studies associated with Human 
Systems EVA Gaps 6, 7, and 9 (reference Table 2) will provide the primary sources of empirical 
data, and the PACES methodology will ensure that data sets can be utilized from different tests, 
test subjects, and environments.  
Status: Funded. This task was initiated in FY20 with an initial focus on modeling of metabolic 
rates.  

3.5 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY INFORMATICS AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS  
Tasks in this section are relevant primarily to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.INFO Gap: EVA operations 
software and informatics for ground controllers, IV crew, and/or EVA crew that enables effective 
and efficient awareness, prediction, and utilization of crew state information. 
 
The CHP EVA Roadmap includes tasks in the area of EVA Decision Support Systems (DSS). DSS 
can be thought of as a distinct class of work support tools that fit within a suite of operations 
systems that enable human spaceflight operations across all phases of a mission. Existing 
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technology development roadmaps lack an overarching program that feeds directly to the design 
and development of software capabilities that support the volume and variety of work support 
needs to enable future spaceflight operations beyond ISS operations. This document does not 
address the broader DSS needs of future missions, but focuses on EVA DSS.  
During ISS EVA operations, a fleet of ground support personnel use Microsoft Office products, 
custom console displays, mental calculations, and hand-written notes to manually monitor 
suit/vehicle systems as well as manually adjust timeline elements such as tasks and detailed 
procedures all while the crewmembers are actively engaged in manual tasks. More critically, 
solutions to issues/hazards such as hardware configurations, incorrect procedure execution, and 
life support system diagnosis are provided mostly in real-time, by ground support personnel[31]. 
While this has worked acceptably for ISS EVAs, lunar and Martian exploration EVAs will be more 
physically demanding, more frequent, more hazardous, less structured, and more autonomous than 
ISS EVAs, which are typically very well-rehearsed by all members of the flight and ground crew 
before execution. The inherently unpredictable nature of exploration EVAs in combination with 
the decreased communication bandwidths and increasing communication latencies between 
ground support teams and in-flight crewmembers will further necessitate the reallocation of system 
monitoring and decision-making responsibilities to the inflight crewmembers and their support 
systems.  
There is a prevalent assumption that, by providing future crewmembers with all the available 
information on a helmet-mounted or arm-cuff display, they will be able to both manage the EVA 
timeline and systems all while actually executing the EVA tasks. Such an approach is not feasible 
without significant investment in decision support systems; the experience, cognitive capacity, and 
judgement of multiple expert EVA ground controllers cannot simply be replaced by provision of 
additional crewmember displays. Empowering crewmembers and ground controllers with the 
information they need, when they need it, is critical to enabling the increasingly autonomous 
operations required by Exploration-class missions. 
Decision support systems for exploration will consist of suites of tools and capabilities for the 
creation, distribution, manipulation, and utilization of operationally relevant workflows and data. 
Tools and capabilities are expected to consist of sensors, displays, interfaces, models, and software 
distributed across vehicle, space suit, and ground control systems. In some cases, within- and 
between-individual differences in metabolic profiles, CO2 production, aerobic capacity, muscle 
strength, task performance, cognitive and physiologic state, and other operationally relevant 
factors also may be incorporated to enable individualized decision support (as currently provided 
through ground-based flight surgeon judgement).  
Applications of an EVA DSS capability will span all mission phases, including mission planning 
and  development, training, mission execution, and post-mission analysis and  archiving. Some 
specific design and development efforts that resemble this concept have occurred in recent years 
[32, 33] and more broadly to support EVA operations from an intravehicular operator position [34-
37]. However, there remains the need for construction of an EVA DSS framework and strategy 
that encompasses the broad range of DSS capabilities to support the future exploration EVA work 
domain. Furthermore, to ensure DSS tool implementation and utility, DSS tools must be integrated 
from the beginning of the training flow, years ahead of the planned mission, to ensure these tools 
allow seamless use and interaction by crew during mission operations (“Train as you fly”). Tasks 
described in this section are intended to provide this framework and strategy.  
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3.5.1 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY BIOMEDICAL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
This task involved coordination between numerous EVA stakeholders to seek consensus on the 
biomedical monitoring requirements for exploration EVA missions. Beginning with requirements 
and rationale developed during the Constellation Program, the multidisciplinary team considered 
which data are minimally necessary. The final products were updates to NASA Standard 3001 
Volume 2 [12] and the requirements documents for the xEVA System (SSP 51073, Exploration 
EVA Suit Systems Requirements Document [38]) and the xEMU (CTSD-ADV-1188 , Project 
Technical Requirements Specification for the Exploration Mobility Unit (xEMU) Project [39]). 
The final products were updates to NASA Standard 3001 Volume 2 [12] and the requirements 
documents for the xEVA System (SSP 51073, Exploration EVA Suit Systems Requirements 
Document) and the xEMU (CTSD-ADV-1188, Project Technical Requirements Specification for 
the Exploration Mobility nit (xEMU) Project).  
Status: Complete. Although, the minimum set of requirements has been established, the concept 
of operations is still in work and will be defined in new Exploration programs and led by xEMU 
documentation. Other tasks including PACES, EMSS and xEMU Informatics Interfaces will 
further define these concept of operations. Open questions include whether data should be self-
monitored, monitored by another crewmember, monitored by the ground, and/or monitored by an 
algorithm. More specific knowledge gaps and associated tests may be identified if existing 
literature and experience are found to be inadequate to make specific recommendations.  
3.5.2 NEUTRAL BUOYANCY LABORATORY METABOLIC RATE INFORMATICS 
The H-3PO Laboratory measures and records metabolic rates during EVA training runs at the NBL 
as part of a medical requirement for the ISS. These metabolic rate profiles provide flight surgeons, 
biomedical engineers, and EVA planners with important information regarding normal and 
expected metabolic rates for specific tasks, which can vary significantly from crewmember to 
crewmember. Metabolic rate feedback also has been requested by some crewmembers for 
situational awareness and use as a training aid, with lower metabolic rates often associated with 
improved task performance efficiency. The data also are valuable in investigating mishaps or 
anomalies that can occur during NBL training and testing.  
In 2018, H-3PO was asked to begin collecting metabolic rates during all suited NBL runs, rather 
than the subset of runs that are requested for medical monitoring requirement. Additionally, the 
H-3PO team recognized opportunities to improve the efficiency with which metabolic rate data 
were both recorded and processed, as well as possibly improving the utility of the data to trainers 
and crewmembers by making it available immediately post-run, and possibly in real-time during 
runs.  
In 2019, H-3PO upgraded the metabolic rate, data-collection hardware to transition to a sensor that 
requires only monthly, rather than daily calibration by H-3PO employees. The H-3PO has worked 
with NBL personnel to test this new system and then packaged the hardware into enclosures that 
are now mounted on the Environmental Control System (ECS) panels at the NBL. Six total, one 
for each NBL umbilical, are installed at the NBL, and each includes CO2 sensors, cables for data 
transmission from ECS flowmeters, Raspberry-Pi-based data acquisition devices, Ethernet 
connection to a Lab DMZ subnetwork, and a touchscreen with a Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
This GUI enables ECS operators to start and stop data collection and to view/verify the metabolic 
rate data collection is working properly in real-time. This system has reached operational readiness 
as of March 2020.  
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The next phase of this project in 2020 is working on a web application to make the metabolic rate 
data available in real-time to trainers and other authorized personnel, and to begin expediting the 
process by which metabolic rate data reports are processed to provide individualized task-by-task 
metabolic rate estimates for each crewmember. The EVA HH&P Modeling team is currently 
working on task-based estimations, and future plans with the EVA Mission Systems Software team 
include automating this data analysis and report generation.   
Status: Ongoing. Completion is expected in 2020. This is a component task of the broader EMSS, 
described next, as well as the EVA HH&P Model that was described earlier.  
3.5.3 EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY MISSION SYSTEMS SOFTWARE  
The EMSS is a team focused on integrating cross-organization software in the planning, training, 
execution, and exploration phases of ISS and Artemis EVA operations. EMSS has adopted the 
Plan-Train-Fly-Explore mantra as an extension of the Flight Operations Directorate’s (FOD’s) 
Plan-Train-Fly, emphasizing the importance of collecting and analyzing mission data during and 
after missions. The EMSS aims to dramatically reduce the effort to view and manipulate data from 
all Plan/Train/Fly/Explore phases, thereby reducing risk to crew, improving probability of mission 
success, reducing resources and time required during planning and training phases, and improving 
data collection for human performance and geologic analysis. 
The EMSS produces a suite of decision support tools and capabilities for the creation, distribution, 
and utilization of operationally relevant EVA workflows and data. Tools and capabilities are 
expected to consist of sensors, displays, interfaces, models and software distributed across EVA 
systems, including not only EVA crewmembers and their space suits, but also IV crewmembers 
and Mission Control Center. Applications of EMSS span all EVA mission phases, including 
mission planning and development, mission execution, and post-mission analysis and archiving. 
The EMSS platform aims to iteratively prototype and evaluate potential EVA data streams, 
visualization tools, algorithms and interfaces within current operations and proto-flight testing 
environments with the purpose of meaningfully influencing and enhancing EVA operations and 
informatics. 
The relevant communities of EVA stakeholders that EMSS aims to support include: EVA and 
Program Management, Engineering, Crew Health and Performance, Operations, Safety and 
Mission Assurance, and Researchers. Each of these EVA stakeholders all have specific EVA 
interests, needs, and desired contributions to the development of future EVA concepts to which 
EMSS can provide customized and extensible solutions to meet these users’ needs. In doing so, 
specific capabilities that are demonstrated to meaningfully enhance EVA operations will be 
brought forward for consideration for flight implementation. 
The EMSS platform enables users to prepare, live, and re-live EVA experience(s) to discover 
higher-level insights/structure whether it be within present-day EVA operations or for future 
Exploration EVA settings. Specifically, EMSS provides a suite of user-friendly tools to: 

1. Reliably ingest relevant data sources into a platform for real-time operations support and 
post hoc research/analysis 

2. Visualization tools for time series data to overcome challenges associated with multiple 
time series data streams collected from disparate data sources 

3. Create reproducible and collaborative data archiving and analysis pipelines 
4. Share data and processes with other EVA stakeholders 
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5. Interface with other Crew Health and Performance data systems (e.g., habitat, exercise, 
medical) to provide a comprehensive analysis of crew status 

In summary, the EMSS platform enables a “practice like you play” approach to the EVA 
community to more appropriately discover and demonstrate the capabilities desired to support 
present-day and future EVA operations. 
Figure 9 provides an example of users’ needs related to the integration of physiologic and 
operational data. In the example, data that are collected during real and simulated EVA conditions 
can be automatically associated with tasks being performed using Maestro, EMSS’ procedure 
authoring and execution tool. Task execution and physiologic performance data can be archived 
during EVA execution, generating an ever-increasing relational database of physiologic and life 
support data. These data then can be combined with physics-based and data-based models of life 
support systems, physiology, health, and performance, which together provide an extensible 
capacity to predict the capabilities and constraints of the EVA-human system to the resolution of 
specific crew and hardware. The intent here is that a priori EVA data can inform EVA operations 
and vice versa, thereby “closing the loop” between the EVA development, planning, execution, 
and analysis processes. Data can be visualized using CODA, EMSS’ application for consolidating 
the context of missions, training, and testing into an easy to use platform to relive and revisit each 
moment. 

 
Figure 9. Example of EVA data sources, models, and capabilities integrated to 
provide enhanced functionality. Note that this example is not encompassing of 
all anticipated EMSS functions and user cases.  
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The EMSS will be iteratively developed, tested, and implemented across multiple laboratory, 
analog, training, and, ultimately, flight environments, using open source and existing software 
tools and teams wherever possible. Prototype EVA data streams, visualization tools, and 
algorithms will first be developed and tested within lab-based EVA simulation environments (e.g., 
APACHE) before being deployed to actual EVA training environments (e.g., NBL, ARGOS) for 
further evaluation and user feedback. Deployments into Mission Control and future spacecraft and 
potentially space suits for flight use will follow. Capabilities will be developed, tested, and 
deployed incrementally over multiple years. Maestro is currently in use for some NBL and 
simulation events, and will be deployed for development of ISS EVAs in late FY20. CODA is in 
early prototype phase, building upon previous CODA-like applications.  
Where possible EMSS uses data to determine what to build and how to build it, but greater focus 
is put on building products and releasing new versions early and often to garner user feedback. 
Maestro was initially released as an alpha-quality product with known bugs, but was well received 
by members of the EVA community because of the problems it solves. Those users are providing 
frequent feedback to inform ongoing Maestro development. 
Development, testing, and implementation within ground laboratory environments enables rapid 
and cost-effective design-build-test cycles. The utilization of analogs such as HERA and other 
settings may also be utilized on a case-by-case basis, depending on the specific capabilities being 
evaluated, compatibility with other analog mission objectives, and the availability of necessary 
data infrastructure. The NBL will be a valuable test environment on the path to flight due to the 
availability of space suits, EVA-trained astronauts, EVA flight-controllers and trainers, and a 
control room. In fact, the capabilities provided by EMSS are expected to provide direct benefit to 
the NBL training environment. Likewise, the NBL will be used as an analog environment to 
evaluate the utility of EMSS functions in current and future flight-like EVA simulations. 
The EMSS products and capabilities developed initially for training and testing environments will 
be evaluated for use in mission environments where appropriate. For example, Maestro is currently 
in use to for developing training and test procedures, and is planned to be used in flight as early as 
2021. NBL Helmet Mounted Display, however, is not planned to evolve into a flight product, but 
is intended as a low-cost solution to inform flight products like the non-EMSS “JARVIS” display. 
CODA may be developed for mission data first, due to the maturity of available APIs, and is 
expected to be functional for mission usage in 2021. 
Status: EVA Mission Systems Software was created in April 2020 as a reorganization of the 
previous EVA Operations System (EOS) project. Where EOS was a project based in the HHPD, 
EMSS is a joint project between the following cross-directorate divisions: 

1. SK: JSC’s HHPD, Biomedical Research and Environmental Sciences Division 
2. XI: JSC’s Exploration Integration and Science Directorate, Astromaterials Research and 

Exploration Science (ARES) Division 
3. CX: JSC’s Flight Operations Directorate, EVA, Robotics and Crew Systems Division  

This reorganization creates an environment that leverages pre-existing software development 
efforts while avoiding duplication of effort. Furthermore, other organizations outside SK, XI, and 
CX also are working similar efforts, and by approaching those organizations as a collective rather 
than individual organizations there is greater likelihood of further collaboration. 
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The primary focus of EMSS for FY20 is the Maestro application. Maestro is designed to greatly 
simplify the process of authoring and maintaining EVA procedures, which have historically been 
very cumbersome. Since Maestro has been under EMSS direction, the following major 
improvements have been made: 

1. Improved the ability to import existing EVA procedures in Microsoft Word format and 
non-EVA procedures in ISS “IPV” format. 

2. Simplified editing experience, giving authors a cleaner user interface (Figure 10, Figure 
11). 

3. Created export formats to send Maestro content into Playbook and MediaWiki applications 
(Figure 12). 

The remainder of FY20 will be focused on three goals: 
1. Making Maestro able to fully develop EVA procedures for ISS EVAs and greatly 

improving the efficiency of EVA authors. 
2. Allowing timestamped step completion tracking for export into HH&P databases, to 

correlate human performance data specific actions performed by EVA crewmembers. 
3. Communicating step completion information in Maestro to Playbook  

 
Figure 10.  Dragging a task in summary timeline within Maestro.  
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Figure 11. Step editing in Maestro.   

 

 
Figure 12. Maestro procedure rendered in Playbook.  

3.5.4 JOINT AUGMENTED REALITY VISUAL INFORMATICS SYSTEM (JARVIS) 
The Joint Augmented Reality Visual Informatics System (JARVIS) is a heads-in display (HID) 
displays and controls (D&C) solution intended for the NASA’s new spacesuit, known as xEMU. 
The overall goal of JARVIS is to enable crew autonomy during EVA by providing crewmembers 
direct access to the information necessary for them to accomplish their mission goals. The JARVIS 
is currently funded as an Early Career Initiative from the Science and Technology Mission 
Directorate with an infusion path intended for development toward D&C and accessory port 
interface requirements within xEMU. The JARVIS team is addressing three unique challenges: (1) 
solving the unique optics problem associated with having a near-eye display compatible with the 
xEMU helmet configuration, (2) integrating with the informatics systems currently employed in 
the xEMU design, and (3) demonstrating the utility and value of including the JARVIS display 
solution within the concept of operations of future EVA. Deliverables will reduce risk of the xEMU 
program not satisfying display requirements when they move from “deferred” status to “active.” 
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Addressing the technology gaps regarding these display requirements now early within the life 
cycle of the xEMU project has the potential to increase display system technology readiness level 
leading up to 2024 while minimizing redesign, cost, and schedule impacts as xEMU evolves. The 
JARVIS will not initially be part of the xEMU Demo (ISS) or Lunar 2024 (Artemis III) missions, 
though scarring will exist that will enable JARVIS to be added to the xEMU for future missions. 
Status: Ongoing.  
3.5.5 HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY  
The H-3PO, in collaboration with University of California-Davis, is developing the EMU Helmet-
Mounted Display (HMD): an externally mounted display for the EMU helmet, consisting of a suit-
side computing unit and a small display screen mounted to the outside of the EMU visor. This 
HMD project is enabling real-time metabolic rate data, phase elapsed time, and simulated data to 
be displayed to crewmembers during NBL training runs. The HMD is a low-tech, low-cost, and 
short timeline solution to introduce head/helmet display informatics to EVA training at the NBL. 
Initial ground testing will help the team refine the HMD design before utilization during suited 
NBL tests.  
During both the ground testing and NBL testing, the team will receive feedback that will be used 
to improve this display and to provide input to the development of JARVIS and other xEMU 
informatics designs. Although the HMD is a technology demonstration and initial proof of concept 
for informatics displays in the NBL, the intent is that the NBL integration and operations practice, 
as well as HMD user feedback will help guide future implementation of more technologically 
advanced displays in the NBL and on future space suits.  
Status: Ongoing. Data collection planned for Summer/Fall 2020. Crewmember interaction with 
the display will initially be voice-based; a wrist-mounted interface, possibly including an 
additional display, is currently being considered as an additional low-cost ground-based research 
platform.  
3.5.6 DIVER AUGMENTED VISION DEVICE (DAVD)  
The Diver Augmented Vision Device (DAVD) aims to provide divers in the NBL with head-
mounted-display content driven by topside support. The DAVD will be tested in the NBL for its 
viability as a platform that can be utilized to evaluate informatics capabilities that will be needed 
in the xEVA suit for Artemis Phase 2 (if not sooner). Tests with DAVD will help determine what 
kind of information is valuable to have displayed to the EVA crew and will inform development 
of the xINFO system of the xEMU. In addition, the DAVD tests in the NBL represent mutually 
beneficial cooperation with another agency, the U.S. Navy, as they continue to further develop this 
system for their divers, and possibly even assist with developing a Heads-Up Display for the xEVA 
suit. 
Status: Initial testing was conducted in the NBL in fall 2020.  

3.6 ANTHROPOMETRY AND SUIT FIT 
Tasks in this section are relevant to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.FIT Gap. EVA suit sizing and fit methods 
and hardware that is within applicable CHP EVA standards for microgravity, lunar surface, and 
Mars surface exploration missions.  
It is understood that certain critical dimensions of EVA suits relative to critical anthropometric 
dimensions of the human inside the suit can significantly affect the comfort and performance of 
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that human in that suit. During development of the Space Suit Assembly Enhancements, 
crewmembers reported sensitivities to changes in arm length of 6 mm (1/4 inch); changes in sizing 
smaller than that were not discernable by the crew. Suit fit sensitivity also is likely to differ 
between microgravity and planetary EVA environments. However, the sensitivity of suit fit with 
respect to suited health and performance outcomes has not been systematically characterized for 
microgravity or planetary environments [40]. These data are necessary to inform the degree of 
customization that must be provided by space suits, including spares, to ensure that inadequate suit 
fit will not significantly impact crew health and performance during EVA, including 
accommodation for the potential impact of in-flight anthropometric changes. Suit-fit sensitivity 
characterization also will enable definition of test subject selection criteria to mitigate suit fit as a 
potentially confounding factor in EVA research studies for which a very limited degree of suit 
sizing is typically available. An accurate and valid model also may reduce the fit check iterations 
necessary to obtain an acceptable suit fit. 
3.6.1 HUMAN - SPACE SUIT INTERACTION MODELING  
A simulation of human-suit interaction can help improve suit designs by developing optimized 
hardware solutions for human performance and anthropometric accommodation. Optimization of 
the bearing type, size, orientation, and location with respect to human-body joint centers of rotation 
may reduce the risk of injury, increase comfort, and increase human task performance capabilities. 
Computer models of the suit and its wearers (Figure 13) that can be repositioned and animated 
through different motions can be used to predict potential suit design issues and functional 
limitations, as well as aid in predicting suit sizing for a given individual. The goal is to develop a 
predictive model that, given inputs of an individual’s anthropometric dimensions and a space suit’s 
design features, will provide a quantitative estimate of performance aspects such as range of 
motion. Additionally, the model will be able to inform suit fit for specific individuals in each of 
the critical dimensions, which will require developing the criteria for permissible interaction forces 
as a function of location, as well as permissible misalignments between the human joint and the 
suit. In addition to individual predictions of suit fit, the model will be used to perform fleet sizing 
analyses, providing estimates of the proportion of the general or astronaut population 
accommodated with acceptable suit fit by different suit design and sizing strategies.  

    
Figure 13. Prototype versions of the EMU (left) and MK III (right) computer models showing 
the armature that is used to control the posture of the suit.  
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The focus of recent work on human-space suit interaction models was integration of a parametric 
human model with existing suit computer-aided design (CAD) models. This has improved upon 
previous efforts to model humans based on linear anthropometry by adding greater fidelity to the 
body shape represented for each individual that is modeled. Current work is focused on 
incorporation of soft goods suit components to more realistically constrain the human within the 
suit from head to toe. Interference detection mapping between the human and suit also is under 
current development that will further enhance understanding about fit in the suit.  
Status: In progress. Project is currently funded by the EVA Office and led by the ABF.   
3.6.2 VIRTUAL SUIT FIT ASSESSMENTS FOR XEMU FLEET SIZING 
Customized models of human body shape (manikins) are a critical component of the Human-Space 
Suit Interaction Models. The ABF maintains a database of 3D scans collected from crewmembers 
and test subjects that can be used for predictive assessments. Although the database includes an 
extensive number of scans in multiple different poses, it may not represent the entire population 
of current and future crewmembers. Thus, when a body shape that does not exist in the current 
database has been needed for suit evaluations (e.g., extremely large or small size persons), the scan 
of the subject with closest anthropometry dimensions has been used in substitution.  
A new technique was developed in which a statistical model was created based on the scans [41]. 
The scan geometry data were dimensionally reduced, and statistically predicted from the 
anthropometry dimensions critical to suit design, such as stature, shoulder width, etc. The new 
technique essentially enables scaling, interpolating, and extrapolating the scan dataset to 
approximate the body shapes that do not exist in the current database. The technique was developed 
into a software tool with a graphical user interface (Figure 14A). The user can enter the desired 
anthropometry dimensions and the tool can visualize and export 3D manikins in standard CAD 
formats. Larger 3D body databases, such as the U.S. Army Anthropometry Survey (ANSUR), also 
can be infused into the ABF database to expand the quantity of scan data. However, such databases 
often lack postures that are relevant to space suit or hardware evaluations. Thus, the scans in the 
external databases were transformed into the standard ABF postures relevant to suit fit evaluation. 
Using scans from multiple postures, the posture of these manikins was modeled and manipulated 
to better represent a specific work posture (i.e., hands projected slightly forward, feet together or 
apart). Realistic tissue deformation in different postures is difficult to reproduce, so future work is 
being performed to quantify and improve the accuracy across the deformation area.  For example, 
the ANSUR scans in which the arms are down along the torso (Figure 14B leftmost manikin) were 
transformed through an iterative algorithm and the outcome is the ABF posture in which the arms 
are outstretched at 45° of forward flexion (Figure 14B rightmost manikin).  
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Figure 14. A: Software tool for the statistical prediction of anthropometric body models. B: interactive posture 
transformation algorithm. Color represents the prediction error. 

Virtual fit assessment is the predictive evaluation of suit design for fit and performance. The 
assessment can be performed before building an actual suit or physical mock-up, thus substantially 
reducing the time and cost of iterative design modifications. Historically, virtual fit assessment has 
been performed using a limited number of boundary manikins representing the “worst case” 
conditions (e.g., the 99th percentile large or 1st percentile small persons). Then the selected body 
manikins are overlaid within a suit CAD model and the probability of fit is predicted from the suit-
to-body clearance and overlap estimations. Although the boundary manikin technique provides a 
rough approximation of the accommodated population, the assessments using a limited number of 
worst case conditions do not reveal the specific characteristics of the body and suit geometry 
inducing fit or lack of fit (“unfit”).  
A Monte-Carlo technique was developed based on a large number of body shape models, which 
cover a large area of the target anthropometry space [40, 42]. Each body shape is automatically 
tested against the suit model and provides a “fit” or “unfit” decision (Figure 15A). Once fit is 
evaluated for each body shape, the proportion of accommodated population is explicitly counted. 
Compared to the previous boundary manikin technique, the Monte-Carlo technique has an 
advantage of identifying the marginally fitting cases (the border between the accommodated and 
unaccommodated segment in Figure 15B). The marginally fitting cases provide the critical 
anthropometry dimensions and specific body parts of persons related to suit fit. Furthermore, the 
boundary cases can help to identify the design issues, such as specific contours of the suit 
components that can lead to a restricted clearance or unwanted overlap. The Monte-Carlo 
assessment can be repeated for a set of proposed sizes or configurations of suits. The outcome of 
the multilayer analyses (i.e., fleet sizing evaluations) can quantify the specific directions and 
magnitudes of the changes in population accommodation. It is expected that the new technique 
will provide more direct assessments of suit fit and accommodation than traditional methods, and 
can be used for design improvements and decisions. A series of HUT fleet sizing analyses are 
currently underway at the time of writing, with HITL validation testing planned, as described 
following.  
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Figure 15. A: Virtual assessment of suit-to-body overlap. B: Accommodated vs. 
unaccommodated population segments represented as a function of anthropometry 
dimensions. 

Status: Ongoing. In FY20, the virtual fit testing methodology was used to assess the hard 
components of the lower torso assembly (LTA) and a larger size of the hard upper torso (HUT). 
For the LTA, work focused on the waist bearing hip (WBH) assembly, which includes a brief, 
waist bearing, sizing rings and flex ring. Initial analysis was performed on the brief component, in 
the interests of optimizing the design before fabrication. A parametric model was developed of the 
brief, and fit checked with 3D scans from the ANSUR database (n=5, 6-2). Results of the virtual 
fit checks were used to modify the shape of the brief, to optimize the accommodation of the 
predicted user population [42]. This modified brief will be manufactured and included in the 
planetary LTA design. 

 
Figure 16. A: Brief CAD model overlaid with body scan. B: 
Overlap area and depth histogram. The overlap depths were color-
coded as denoted in panel B. The illustration was made using a 
statistically synthesized body shape for anonymization. 
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Following assessment of the brief design, work was expanded to include the entire WBH assembly. 
The WBH was primarily analyzed for the overall height of the stack as it compared to the shoulder-
to-crotch distance of the population. A model was developed to relate body manikin size and shape 
to an optimal spacing of the brief and HUT, which is achieved by adding sizing rings at the waist.  
Also in FY20, virtual fit assessments were expanded to the larger size of the HUT. Following 
physical fit checks in a 3D-printed prototype and based on results of the virtual fit checking, some 
small changes were made to the large HUT geometry to improve accommodation. These changes 
will be evaluated via a new 3D-printed prototype later in 2020.  
3.6.3 XEMU FLEET SIZING VALIDATION 
Extensive work has been performed to model the fit interactions between the xEMU HUT and its 
intended wearer population. A HITL validation study is used to verify each of the xEMU Fleet 
Sizing analyses described previously. During these studies, test subjects are evaluated for their fit 
and performance in the xEMU, to validate the model and to determine whether additional metrics 
of suit fit should be incorporated. The subject pool has included large subjects who fall on the 
fit/non-fit boundary, as well as small subjects, who may easily don the suit hardware but may 
exhibit compromised performance. The utilization of 3D-printed mock-ups has allowed the testing 
of a much larger population of subjects than would ever be available in the full suit, given the 
logistics of pressurized suited testing and medical clearance restrictions associated with the 
pressurized suit.   
Building on the EVA HH&P Benchmarking methods, and EVA Standard Measures in future 
studies, subjects’ performance and discomfort will be measured on controlled isolated tasks such 
as maximal reach envelope, as well as functional tasks such as on-suit reaches and a bolt rotation 
task. Suited conditions will include initial fit and function assessments in 3D-printed hardware, as 
well as fully pressurized testing in the xEMU. Results from this test series will be used to 
distinguish the fit/non-fit boundary, as well as to fine tune the virtual fit model. 
Status: In progress. HITL validation testing of the xEMU Medium HUT Fleet Sizing analysis was 
completed in 2019, followed by xEMU brief validation in early FY20. Large HUT Fleet Sizing 
validation is currently in progress, and further LTA Fleet Sizing verification is expected to be 
completed in FY20 – to include additional components of the LTA assembly (flex ring, waist 
bearing and sizing rings).  
In FY19, 3D-printed prototype testing was initiated with the small-medium HUT. Twenty-five 
subjects were assessed for their ability to don the suit hardware, scanned to document hardware 
alignment on the body, and tested for functional capabilities such as reach. A contact mapping 
survey was also conducted. Data were collected in an unsuited condition, while wearing the liquid 
cooling and ventilation garment (LCVG), and while wearing the 3D-printed hardware. 
In FY20, a quick-turnaround fit assessment was performed on the xEMU brief design to allow 
feedback on the design early in the prototype phase. Twenty-four subjects were assessed in the 
3D-printed brief. Data included scans for hardware alignment (Figure 17), functional movement 
assessments, and contact mapping surveys. Results from these physical fit checks, combined with 
the virtual fit assessments, were used to modify the design of the brief to better match human 
contours and improve population accommodation. 
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Figure 17: Standard scan poses for physical fit checking. 

 
3.6.4 SUIT FIT MEASURES  
A separate-but-related task will aim to complement subjective ratings of suit fit with objective 
measures of critical suit fit dimensions. The objective suit fit task is a counterpart to the subjective 
suit fit methodology developed under the EVA HH&P Benchmarking study and it is possible that 
elements of both objective and subjective suit fit assessment methodologies could be utilized 
during future studies. Although the Human-Suit Interaction and Characterization Methods will 
quantify forces, pressures, and kinematics between the human and suit, this task will attempt to 
quantify offsets between the human and the suit in critical dimensions; for example, offsets 
between joint centers. If successful, the Objective Suit Fit methodology will be employed, along 
with the subjective suit fit methodology, in Fleet Sizing Validation studies (Section 3.6.3) during 
which the statistical reliability of objective and subjective suit fit measures may be calculated and 
compared. Depending on the overhead and efficacy of the Objective Suit Fit methodology, it also 
may be used routinely during suit fit checks for objective verification of acceptable fit. 
Alternatively, if the comparison of objective and subjective suit fit assessment methods during the 
Suit Sizing and Fit Study shows close agreement between methods, then the simpler subjective 
approach may be adequate in most cases. Any approach to assessment of suit fit must allow for 
the possibility that multiple acceptable suit sizing approaches may exist for subjects.  
Status: Limited work in FY20; further development of subjective suit fit methods is planned for 
FY21.  
3.6.5 POSTURAL DATABASE 
The suit exhibits unique work postures during different EVA tasks. Hardware and tool designs that 
do not account for these postures may compromise crew safety. Work is being done to quantify 
these postures and provide a digital library of suit poses, which can be used for designs or 
illustrations. The pose variations will be statistically parameterized by different task categories, 
workstation types, and crew anthropometry. The outcome will help to optimize habitat, hardware, 
and suit designs. 
To build the database, suit postures and motions will be extracted from suit analog testing sessions 
and ISS archive videos. In addition to motion capture data, a machine learning algorithm will be 
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developed to automatically assess suit poses from conventional photographs and videos to vastly 
expand the dataset. This algorithm will be trained using video and images from previous 1g suited 
test sessions and adapted for xEMU.  
Once validated for the accuracy and reliability of the posture extractions, the machine learning 
system will also be deployed to estimate the EVA postures in current and future missions and 
analog training events. The framework will be applicable to NBL and ARGOS testing, which will 
help to optimize training procedures. 
Status: Ongoing.  
3.6.6 IN-FLIGHT ANTHROPOMETRY CHANGES (INFLIGHT BODY MEASURES) 
Changes in anthropometry occur during spaceflight because of fluid shifts, spinal elongation, and 
changes in body composition. These changes are known to affect suit fit, resulting in the need to 
add the requirement to collected measurements during the on-orbit fit checks (OFV) before EVAs 
on the ISS to ensure acceptable fit. In the future, the measurements collected during OFV will help 
to reduce overall crew time before EVAs by using the change in measurements from preflight to 
help predict how the suit sizing will need to be adjusted. However, at this time there is insufficient 
information to fully predict suit sizing changes. Ensuring acceptable suit fit during all phases of 
exploration missions requires that anthropometric variability be predicted and accommodated 
within the suit design and sizing strategy.  
An inflight study on the ISS, titled “Body Measures,” was completed. This study measured in-
flight changes in anthropometry using measurements critical to suit sizing parameters. In-flight 
physical changes because of neutral body postures (NBP) and the associated spinal elongation 
effect on NBP during extended exposure to microgravity also were gathered. The study involved 
collecting anthropometric data using standard equipment (anthropometer, tape measure, weight 
scale), video imaging (digital still photographs and video), and a 3D whole-body scanner to 
measure changes in body shape, size, and posture during spaceflight. 
The results from the study indicate that anthropometry changes throughout the duration of a 
mission with most changes occurring within the first 15 to 20 days of the mission except for some 
circumferences. After the initial period of significant changes, minor fluctuations were noted up 
until the end of the mission. For future planning, the suit needs to be adjustable based on the length 
of the mission. Future operations also may require prediction of anthropometry changes to ensure 
proper suit fit and if any additional sizing adjustments are necessary. To accomplish this objective, 
a portable and easily operable scanner may be required for future missions. The human-space suit 
interaction models and associated HITL testing may inform the extent to which in-flight 
anthropometry changes can be expected to affect suited comfort and performance.  
Preflight, in-flight, and postflight anthropometry data from the Body Measures study were 
incorporated into the xEVA requirements (SSP 51073) [38] and flowed to xEMU (CTSD-ADV-
1188 [39]). Although no data exists for anthropometric changes in lunar or Martian gravity, it is 
expected that Earth gravity and microgravity represent the two bounding cases.  
Status: Body Measures Study is complete but OFV still is measured (time permitting) in-flight for 
EMU operations. In-flight anthropometry changes were included in xEVA requirements document 
SSP 51073. Manuscript for Spinal Elongation was completed in FY19 [43]. Draft manuscripts for 
Body Measures will be completed in FY20.  
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3.6.7 CREW AND TEST SUBJECT ANTHROPOMETRY DATA COLLECTION 
This activity involves the 3D anthropometric laser scanning of all astronauts and EVA suited test 
subjects. As the Consolidated Center for Astronaut Anthropometric Data, the ABF is solely 
responsible for extracting all vital and critical anthropometric measurements that are necessary for 
vehicle, suit, Soyuz, EMU, glove design, verification purposes, and other analyses and data 
requests. The data collected allow the ABF to obtain and maintain an anthropometric database that 
can be used for population analyses, univariate and multivariate analyses, volumetric data 
analyses, and, when requested, in releasing data as per the guidelines set forth in the ABF IRB 
Master Protocol. Anthropometric data from this activity are combined/shared with the Physical 
and Cognitive Subject Characterization activity.  
Status: Ongoing.  

3.7 INJURY RISK AND MITIGATION 
Tasks in this section are relevant primarily to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.INJURY Gap:  EVA injury 
risk estimates and mitigation strategies for exploration EVAs, training, and ground testing  
Although there is some familiarity with the type of injuries that occur during microgravity EVA, 
there is limited knowledge of how operation in a planetary suit may expose a crewmember to 
injury risk.  In addition to self-report of significant physical and cognitive fatigue, 9 injuries of 
varying severity were reported during the 14 total Apollo EVAs [44, 45], and future lunar and 
Martian missions are expected to involve significantly more EVA time per crewmember as 
compared with Apollo missions. Although still in the planning stages, estimates for planetary EVA 
consider 10 to 100 times more EVA than Apollo missions (EVA-EXP-0042).   
The H-3PO and ABF laboratories initiated an EVA Injury Project in FY20, the purpose of which 
is to coordinate closely with the EVA community, inside and outside of NASA, to develop and 
implement a multiyear strategy for identifying and mitigating EVA injury-related risks. The goal 
of this effort is to identify and mitigate injury-related risks either through hardware design 
modifications, changes in task and ConOps design, and/or during training and operations. 
Characterization of injury risks may be accomplished using computational models, and work 
within this project will include adapting and validating models for suit-related injuries. This effort 
may require the development of probabilistic injury risk curves that are appropriate to the suited 
environment. Unique sensors that identify the motion, pressures, and forces that crew experience 
within the suit may need to be adapted to the environment both for validation of models, and as 
potential sources of feedback to the crew.      
3.7.1 EVA INJURY MATRIX 
The EVA Injury Matrix will document the types and causes of anticipated injuries that may result 
from planetary EVA. Specific known and hypothesized injury risks will be identified through a 
combination of occupational surveillance data mining, ergonomic and kinematic assessments, 
literature review, and predictions from a variety of suited human models. Injury cases will be 
identified, tabulated, and then assessed in terms of likelihood and consequence based on best 
available information. Supporting evidence for each injury risk will be gathered from the related 
activities described in this roadmap. Each risk will then be prioritized and dispositioned with 
respect to the risk acceptance, characterization, or mitigation strategy that will be pursued for each. 
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Potential EVA injury cases are being documented in the EVA Injury Matrix, currently in the form 
of a spreadsheet document. The document includes the following information for each potential 
injury case:  

• Type and Context of Injury Risk: Describe the specific risk or precursor of event 
• Injury Category: physical ergonomics, task and tool design, lunar task-based risk, hardware 

design, human factors, impact load 
• Medical Operational Lunar Mission Concerns: Numbered 1-17, based on list of Medical 

Operational Lunar Mission Concerns  
• Possible Injuries: Injury types/locations 
• Mechanisms: Potential sources of injury 
• Evidence or Basis for Risk: Why do we think this is a risk? Literature, flight data, ground 

data, SME predictions, model predictions, etc. 
• Likelihood: Estimate for xEMU 
• Consequence: Estimate for xEMU 
• Mitigation/Characterization Strategies: What do we propose to do about it? 
• Strategy Cost Estimate: 0-4 (N/A, low, medium, high) 
• Strategy Benefit: 0-4 (N/A, low, medium, high) 
• Strategy Schedule: Schedule for mitigation/characterization strategy 
• Disposition: Closure Plan; how do we know we have mitigated this injury? 

The EVA Injury Matrix, currently populated with 28 injury cases, will be further populated, peer-
reviewed, and is expected to be periodically updated and published, possibly as an appendix in 
future releases of this roadmap document. The matrix will enable prioritization and tracking of 
injury-related roadmap tasks. The remainder of this section describes the specific injury-related 
tasks that are currently defined.  
3.7.2 EVA SUIT EXPOSURE TRACKING AND REPORTING  
A critical element in future EVA risk and injury mitigation efforts is the systematic collection and 
archiving of suit occupational surveillance data. Specifically, data regarding the suit used, how it 
was sized, assessment of suit fit, tasks performed, the person using the suit, any existing health 
conditions, and any discomfort, trauma, or injuries that result from suit exposure. Previous data 
mining efforts have provided valuable insights, but have been limited by inconsistent and 
incomplete datasets [46, 47]. A task is currently underway to implement a standard tracking 
questionnaire, database, and process for the systematic collection of these data for all EVA suit 
exposures including testing, training, and flight EVAs.  
The data collected will be continually analyzed and used to identify potential injury mechanisms 
and predictors of negative health consequences. Over time, the data also will be used to assess the 
efficacy of countermeasures as they are implemented in the form of modifications to hardware, 
training, and/or operations. 
Three subprojects will further enhance the scope of the EVA Suit Occupational Surveillance 
project: 
3.7.2.1 Exposure Incidence System Integration with Electronic Medical Record  

The Exposure Incidence System (EIS) data collected through June 2020 has been without a 
consistent follow-up protocol that provides key information into how long it takes for suit-related 
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issues to resolve completely. This has left gaps in understanding the full consequence of human 
and suit-related interactions. To address this gap in knowledge, there are two planned tasks. The 
first task has already started and is an automated follow-up process after the day of EVA to 
determine the duration it takes to resolve minor consequences. For issues that require medical 
follow-up, the system of records changes from the EIS to the NASA electronic medical record 
(EMR). The second task involves linking the EIS system with the EMR and ensuring that the EMR 
entries and follow-up care are related back to EVA exposures in general, but preferably to the EIS 
entry most related to the injury. Connecting the EIS to the EMR will help close the loop on the 
duration for injury resolution and the steps necessary to return to active duty, both of which are 
critical metrics with respect to operational and long-term health consequences. Because NASA is 
not the only possible provider of follow-up medical care, there will always be potential gaps in the 
data. Therefore, once the EIS to NASA EMR link is created, there may be a need to explore 
additional approaches to collect the same type of data from external care providers, especially for 
non-astronauts who may be more likely to seek care outside of NASA.  
3.7.2.2 Integration of Flight Data into Exposure Incidence System   

Current EIS data covers suited exposures during ground-based training and testing operations at 
JSC. Although similar data are collected during flight EVA, the data are not currently solicited and 
recorded in a way that is entirely consistent with the ground-based approach. To resolve this 
conflict, there will be two steps: The first is to transition to the use of the EIS as part of the pre- 
and post-EVA private medical conference with the flight surgeon. The second will be to migrate 
past records from pre- and post-private medical conferencs into the EIS system or, at a minimum, 
to complete an analysis designed to supply similar suit-related issue information as is provided by 
the EIS reports.  
3.7.2.3 Integration of Suit Fit Data into Exposure Incidence System   

As described in Section 3.6, suit fit is a critical metric to consider when discussing both human 
performance and injury risk. Although approaches to assessing suit fit are still underway and none 
are yet validated, there is need to at a minimum allow the suited subjects and if needed, the suit 
engineer to provide information on suit fit. Given the complexity of the topic, one solution is the 
inclusion of a subjective suit fit rating where the suited subject is able to rate their overall fit. In 
addition to subjective suit fit ratings, the suit engineer should provide information on that day’s 
sizing; for example, was it the nominal fit, off-nominal (by choice or by necessity) or have aspects 
of the fit recently changed. 
Status: Ongoing. Yearly briefings began in FY20 to various NASA internal control boards. The 
format of the data reports and development of audience-specific briefings will be developed over 
the course of FY20 and will continue to iterate on a yearly basis. The three EIS subprojects are 
expected to continue into FY21.  
3.7.3 EVA INJURY DEBRIEFINGS 
As injuries arise either during training or in-flight, debrief sessions are planned. Key to this effort 
will be to identify and assemble the appropriate personnel and backgrounds necessary to support 
these debriefs. A standard survey will be developed such that comparisons can be made across all 
injuries. Video, sensor, or other data as available will be analyzed as part of this debrief process. 
Another aim of this effort beyond tracking is to bring a team together to help remedy and mitigate 
injuries in individual crewmembers as they appear using a personalized medicine approach. This 
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may involve improvements to suit design, ergonomics of an activity, training, fitness training, 
alternative approaches to perform the task, etc.    
3.7.4 ANALYTICAL TOOL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION 
3.7.4.1 EVA Suited Human Dynamic Loads Model (Finite Element Model Based)  

The EVA Dynamic Loads Injury Model is expected to leverage existing human injury modeling 
capabilities such as those developed by the Global Human Body Models Consortium (GHBMC). 
However, the nature of the injury mechanisms for which existing human body models have been 
developed and validated are focused primarily around crash safety for the automotive industry. 
The purpose of this task is to develop human body models that allow for probabilistic injury risk 
estimates of dynamic EVA loading injuries. If successful, the resulting human body models will 
be incorporated into vehicle- and suit-specific injury models to improve injury risk estimates 
specific to the lunar lander design and operation as well as other dynamic environments such as 
rover operations.  
To accurately predict acute dynamic load injury risk because of transient accelerations and inform 
suit and vehicle design, the GHBMC model will be used. Currently, the GHMBC model is limited 
to a few specific body shapes. To improve the subject-specificity of the model, scaling and body 
composition of the GHBMC model will be informed using whole body scans and dual-energy X-
ray absorptiometry (DEXA) scans. A separate model will be developed that incorporates the 2D 
DEXA information such as bone lengths, joint locations, and tissue distribution into a 3D body 
scan. The composite 3D scan can be used to update the GHMBC model and provide greater fidelity 
for a specific crewmember or body shape of interest. This developed methodology is expected to 
be useful for a population analysis-based approach as different body shapes and body compositions 
can be tested iteratively using parametric body shape models.  
Currently, the GHMBC does not incorporate any suit geometry in the analysis. Suit CAD and suit 
component materials and mobility properties can be incorporated into the GHMBC model for use 
during dynamic EVA tasks. Correct suit component sizing and placement can be determined using 
the suit fit and sizing models. Additional inputs from models such as the contact injury risk models 
can be used to improve load estimation accuracy and injury risk estimates. 
The GHBMC model requires additional validation for spaceflight loading conditions including 
those expected during xEMU use. This validation is necessary to accurately predict injury risk in 
spaceflight loading conditions in body regions of interest. In the case of xEMU, accurate injury 
prediction to the lower extremities and spine while standing is a critical capability needed to protect 
the crew. In addition, closing-velocity injuries to the torso and head are of concern if the xEMU is 
not adequately restrained and the crewmember adequately restrained within the suit. This 
validation may be accomplished with existing human or post-mortem human surrogate data or may 
require additional data be collected depending on the available datasets.   
3.7.4.2 EVA Injury Scale Development 

One additional objective of this effort is to establish an EVA injury scale. A widely used injury 
scale in the automotive field is the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS). The AIS is a threat to life scale 
with 6 classification levels and is based in part, on car crash injuries where the occupant is not 
required to perform any actions post-crash and emergency medical personnel will arrive at the 
scene quickly. These assumptions do not apply to an EVA environment where emergency medical 
help is not nearby, and crew may be required to take actions following an injury to keep the severity 
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from increasing or to maintain mission success. A similar scale that accounts for the need to take 
action and return to flight has been developed for crew in space capsule environments and will be 
leveraged to develop an EVA-unique scale [48].   
3.7.4.3 Injury Assessment Reference Value Development 

Injury assessment reference values (IARVs) are limits that are defined to allow assessment of 
vehicle and suit designs against a specified injury risk. Because IARVs are dependent on the injury 
mechanism and body region, research is needed to relate injury risk to model responses related to 
loading and kinematics in the xEMU. In spaceflight applications, while injury mechanisms are 
unique, the crew become deconditioned over a mission and only low levels of injury risk are 
tolerable in the EVA environment, standard automotive-based IARV curves generally need to be 
modified. An example of an IARV that has been adapted to the space-capsule environment is 
shown in Figure 18 [49]. This example correlates a crash dummy (THOR) shoulder contact force 
with a probability of an AIS ≥2 shoulder injury. The IARV based on the GHBMC model will prove 
useful in determining both injury risk probabilities, and how changes in design, kinematics, and 
other xEMU aspects could affect the probability of injury. Based on the injuries expected during 
xEMU operations, IARVs will be developed to mitigate those injuries during dynamic phases of 
flight by matching injury outcomes with GHBMC model responses in identical loading conditions.  

 
Figure 18. Example injury assessment reference value curve. 

Status: A Suited Human Dynamic Loads Model feasibility study is expected to begin in FY21.  
3.7.4.4 Rigidized Biomechanical Modeling  

For chronic, repetitive, or cumulative injury prediction capability, validation of appropriate 
biomechanical models such as OpenSIM, RAMSIS, Siemens Jack, Santos, or other similar 
biomechanics models will be required. These biomechanical models typically are used to predict 
joint torques and overall kinematics of the human body; however, use within the spacesuit and for 
predicting repetitive or cumulative injury mechanisms is a novel use that will require additional 
research and validation using rigorous step-by-step approach. This validation process is needed to 
fully understand the limitations and capabilities of each model. During each step, suit components 
(e.g., PLSS integration) will be incorporated into the model and validated with targeted tests. The 
feasibility of applying specific models to specific injury cases identified in the EVA Injury Matrix 
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will be evaluated to confirm appropriate capabilities and functionality with existing suit models 
and numerical solvers.  
Status: Planned. Feasibility study expected to begin in FY21.  
3.7.4.5 EVA (Sensor-Based) Ergonomic Modeling  

This task focuses on the forces, pressures, and kinematics between the human and suit for the 
primary purpose of identifying and mitigating injury risk. This task is closely related to the 
following tasks: contact injury risk model and sensor-based injury risk assessment. Understanding 
the interaction between the human and the space suit is necessary for both identifying and 
improving the interrelated determinants of suit fit, suited performance, and suit injury risk. The 
direct observations are extremely difficult for the body inside the spacesuit, so wearable sensor 
technologies have been proven effective and demonstrated usable outcome from previous testing.   
For occupational ergonomic injury assessments, sensors-based ergonomic injury risk assessment 
models will be developed to understand the consequences of having to wear a bulky suit with 
potential interferences between the hardware components and the human. Existing finite element, 
musculoskeletal, and anthropometric modeling capabilities coupled with bone modeling will be 
incorporated with xEMU suit models and data. The models will be assessed for their current and 
possible future applicability to xEMU development, sizing, training, and operations. This will form 
the basis of an ergonomics-based occupation risk assessment model that would be tailored for 
specific EVA operational tasks and provide useful information for EVA mission planners. For 
example, low-back loading can be quantified across different EVA tasks. At the conclusion of the 
pilot phase, recommendations will be provided as to the focus and extent of follow-on work. In 
parallel, the EVA-suited dynamic loads model will focus primarily on understanding the dynamic 
loads during landing and launch operations. At the conclusion of the pilot phase, recommendations 
will be provided as to the focus and extent of follow-on work. In parallel, the EVA-suited dynamic 
loads model will focus primarily on understanding the dynamic loads during landing and launch 
operations.  
Status: Planned to begin in FY21.   
3.7.4.6 Contact Injury Risk Model  

 An anthropometry-based 3D shape model will be combined with DEXA scan data to 
enhance the quantifications of suit fit, contact loads, collision interference with hardware 
components. This modeling effort may improve the effectiveness of the anthropometry and suit fit 
task efforts. For more details regarding this model and validation efforts, please see the section 
titled, “xEMU Fleet Sizing Validation.” 
Status: Pilot work being pursued in FY20. Anthropometry based 3D shape model will be infused 
with DEXA scan data to enhance the quantifications of suit fit, contact loads, and collision 
interference with hardware components.  
3.7.5 HUMAN-SUIT INTERACTION AND CHARACTERIZATION METHODS 
3.7.5.1 Suited Human Motion Characterization 

Space suit fit at all points within the suit, and human motion within the suit during operations is 
not well understood, and is difficult to estimate from outside of the suit. Efforts will be made to 
identify sensors that could be used inside the suit to measure forces and kinematics. These sensors 
are targeted primarily for use in ground-based training and operations. However, if promising 
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sensors do emerge, efforts may be pursued to incorporate them into the xEMU for in-flight 
operations.  
A less complex approach for human movement tracking during in-flight EVA would be through 
externally mounted sensors. An IMU would provide useful information for impact events such as 
the lunar landing and rover operations. A suite of IMUs could relate information about exterior 
suit motion, and a transfer function could be developed relating external motion to internal human 
motion.      
In our previous work, the difference between suit mobility and lower-limb motion has been 
quantified by using a knee joint angle in the sagittal plane via IMUs placed on the left/right tibia 
and left/right femur. In addition, it is important to understand how the mediolateral rotation of the 
hip joint of the suit would affect the lower-limb motion inside the suit during functional activities 
and ambulation. To the comparison, the unsuited ambulation trial on the ground (i.e., walk back 
and forth) with IMUs will be required. Differences in internal rotation angles between suited and 
unsuited walking may be important criteria for identifying crewmembers at risk of hip joint pain 
during long-time walking or kneeling down [50]. 
3.7.5.2 Sensor-based Injury Risk Assessment 

Much of what is known today comes from valuable subjective data provided by test subjects and 
crewmembers; incorporating sensor technology to measure human-suit interactions (i.e., forces, 
pressures, and human/suit kinematics) could provide a valuable objective complement to the 
subjective data [51]. In particular, ergonomic suit design could be informed by improved 
understanding of where the human drives the suit, the contact forces required to drive the suit, and 
the resulting forces and pressures experienced by the human. These systems also may enable 
objectively quantifiable suit fit assessments. However, many technical challenges remain, 
including the possibility that sensors inside the suit will themselves affect fit, discomfort, injury 
risk, and the ability of the crewmember to perform EVA tasks; all of which could confound the 
primary test objectives.  
A collaboration is in progress with the Wearable Technology Lab at the University of Minnesota 
to develop a system to measure the suit-to-body contact in the xEMU lower torso assembly. The 
objective of this task is to identify technologies and methods that provide valid and reliable 
quantification of human-suit interactions that can be related to specific locations on the human and 
the suit. This includes generating an understanding of the sensitivity of the measures to detect 
relevant effects and the specificity of the measures to identify the relevant cause in the context of 
general suit use. If a valid and reliable approach is identified, it will be incorporated into the xEMU 
fleet sizing validation studies and xEMU injury modeling efforts to measure human-suit 
interactions as a function of suit fit and tasks and to identify and mitigate potential mechanisms of 
suit trauma and injury.  
Status: Ongoing. In support of this overarching task, a wearable sensor garment that can estimate 
upper body kinematics and shape changes inside the suit was developed. The kinematic data can 
be combined with human-suit interaction sensors and suit hardware models to understand and 
quantify human movement inside of the spacesuit for ergonomic assessments. Because of 
volumetric constraints and ferrous magnetic interference in the suit, soft-body and low-profile 
strain sensors were used in the sensor garment. The strain sensors yields a capacitance 
measurement varying with the sensor elongation and have provided useful information on lumbar 
movement in previous studies. Thus, an array of the strain sensors were embedded into a tight-
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fitting garment in a specific pattern that would maximally respond to the wearer’s skin deformation 
from motions (Figure 19A). The tight-fitting garment has been used as a test bed for the sensors 
and the sensors can be possibly embedded in the LCVG. 

 

 
 

(A) (B) 
Figure 19. (A) Sensor garment. (B) Body shape prediction from sensor measurements during flexion 
movement. 
 
3.7.5.3 Contact Injuries  

Similar to measuring human motion within the suit, it is potentially valuable to capture the 
magnitudes and locations of contact loading between the human and the suit. These data may prove 
valuable in development and validation of EVA suit fit and injury models and during specific 
injury-related studies such as the lunar falling task, described later in this section.  
Status: Work in this area is currently being pursued by A. Anderson and Y.Y. Shen at CU Boulder.   
3.7.6 INJURY RISK CHARACTERIZATION AND COUNTERMEASURE STUDIES 
As mitigation and characterization strategies are identified within the EVA Injury Matrix, 
additional targeted tasks and studies will be initiated, many of which will employ the 
aforementioned model- and sensor-based methodologies. Ongoing and anticipated 
characterization and countermeasure tasks are described in the following subsections.  
3.7.6.1 Lunar Fall Injuries 

Falls and slips while ascending or descending a ladder or a crater, contusions or fracturing during 
sudden falls or impacts against hard and sharp objects such as rocks are all potential injury 
mechanisms during lunar operations. To mitigate the risk of injury HITL testing will be conducted 
during the early part of design evaluations to ensure that the suits are provided with protective 
mechanisms to minimize the effects of such anticipated injuries. A review of literature will be 
performed to identify and quantify the types of relevant injuries observed in non-EVA 
occupational contexts performed at a comparable frequency and physical demands, such as 
soldiers, wildland firefighters, field scientists, and commercial divers using atmospheric diving 
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suits, along with a review of Apollo astronaut fall cases. Analyses using the xEMU Injury Model 
will be performed, if and when the model is sufficiently developed and validated. 
Status: Ongoing 
3.7.6.2 Landing Injuries 

Landing while in a standing posture has the potential to injure crew, especially given the xEMU 
design. The mass of the xEMU has the potential to overload the legs and lumbar spine, while the 
fit of the HUT could result in closing velocity injuries. These injuries may be exacerbated by 
improper restraint of the suit in the lander design. To address these concerns and inform design 
and operation of the lunar lander designs, the EVA Suited Human Dynamic Loads Model will be 
employed to assess landing cases to inform design trades as well as evaluate proper restraint 
concepts in the design process. As the design matures, the model will be used to verify that the 
final design will minimize injury potential.  
Status: Planned to begin in FY21.  
3.7.6.3 Rover Injuries 

Because the suited crewmembers may account for half of the total mass of the rover system, 
coupled loads analysis of the rover system with the suited crewmembers is required. The crew 
dynamic responses may contribute to the overall dynamics of the system. Given the reduced lunar 
gravity, coupled with a high center of gravity (CG) (because of the crew standing), the 
vehicle/crew system could become unstable when striking terrain obstacles. In addition, minimal 
restraint of the crew is desired, to improve ingress and egress efficiency and to avoid fault cases 
where the crewmember may not be able to disengage restraints. Assessment of potential driving 
cases for crew safety would be conducted using the EVA Suited Human Dynamic Loads Model to 
assure the design and ConOps are sufficient to protect the crew over the expected terrain.  
Status: Planned.  
3.7.6.4 Incapacitated Crewmember Rescue 

The Incapacitated Crewmember Rescue EVA SMT Gap identifies the need to develop 
methodology for transfer/transport of an incapacitated crewmember at each destination and how 
to transfer them onto the ingress/egress hardware or through side hatch, and doff suit. This EVA 
SMT Gap also relates directly to the CHP.EVA.INJURY Gap (Table 1).  
While previous studies have been conducted [52, 53], the limited fidelity and scope of those studies 
have precluded the establishment of a baseline protocol for this contingency EVA task. The 
purpose of this study is to identify credible cases for incapacitated crewmember rescue and – if 
directed by the xEVA project – to design, build, and test high-fidelity concepts for incapacitated 
EVA crewmember rescue. Test environments may include NASA Extreme Environment Mission 
Operations (NEEMO) [52], NBL, and/or ARGOS as well as 1g testing. Results are expected to 
directly inform design features required to facilitate EVA rescue.  
Testing will include task analysis as well as standalone evaluations of prototype rescue hardware, 
and integrated testing following the PACES methodology. Stand-alone testing will provide data 
on the general designs to inform a down select process of candidate systems following which crew 
operation of the systems will be evaluated while working within the physical and cognitive 
constraints of a flight-like environment. For instance, a design may be acceptable in an isolated 
test, where subjects are not fatigued and can compensate for any deficiencies, but totally 
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unacceptable if performed at the end of a 6-hour EVA where the likelihood of cognitive or physical 
fatigue-borne error is potentially higher.  
Status: Analysis of credible cases ongoing in FY20. Additional development and testing, as 
required, planned for FY21.  
3.7.6.5 Suit Donning and Doffing Injuries 

For the current EMU, suit donning and doffing in 1g during training have resulted in injury. 
Although the xEMU is rear-entry suit, donning and doffing may have the potential for injury to 
the crew in both 1g training and surface operations. During extended stays on the planetary 
surfaces, crewmembers will be expected to don and doff the suit for normal operations as well as 
during any emergency operations. Thus, the frequency of donning and doffing the suit may 
increase the risk of injury to the crewmember because of the complexity involved in such tasks. 
This task will use HITL testing and possibly modeling to characterize and, where possible, mitigate 
suit donning and doffing-related injury risks.  
Status: Planned.  
3.7.6.6 Low back Injuries during Functional Tasks 

A targeted effort to quantify low back injury mechanisms will be conducted for exploration tasks. 
With the proposed lunar EVA missions, lower body mobility will be critical to mission success 
and injury risk mitigation. Lunar EVA tasks may involve lifting, crouching, and kneeling work 
postures. Thus, it is important to understand the torso and low-back movement mechanisms inside 
the suit. Focus on exploration tasks such as lifting at different heights and positions and shoveling 
will be studied. Additionally, wireless electromyography may be used to quantify musculoskeletal 
loading.  
Status: Planned. 
3.7.6.7 Hip/Ankle Injuries during Functional Tasks 

A targeted effort to quantify hip and ankle injury mechanisms will be conducted for exploration 
tasks. Hip and ankle mobility is needed to maintain balance and is critical for ambulation. 
Additionally, proper boot fit is important for injury mitigation. Thus, the boot and hip suit designs 
concepts will be evaluated through HITL testing for EVA-like activities across different body 
shapes and anthropometry. 
Status: Planned. 
3.7.7 CONOPS AND TRAINING INJURY CONSIDERATIONS AND MITIGATIONS 
3.7.7.1 Injury Risk Assessments of (PACES) EVA Tasks and ConOps testing 

The PACES project, described in Section 3.3, aims to develop a catalog of flight-like exploration 
tasks that best simulate the physical and cognitive exposure an astronaut will experience during 
missions beyond low Earth orbit. These tasks will be used in multiple studies described in this 
roadmap and also provide the ability to assess the injury risk of performing them. Understanding 
injury risk, both in isolation for single tasks and in the context of an overall mission ConOps with 
repeated EVAs over multiple days, is necessary to determine the cumulative injury risk astronauts 
face. Risk assessments will include measurement of: functional postures required to complete EVA 
tasks (e.g., kneeling, crawling, walking, etc.), the frequency and duration of those postures, crew 
interaction with various payloads/tools (e.g., lifting payloads from a height, working with geology 
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tools, etc.), and crew interaction with vehicles and interfaces (e.g., HLS hatches, ladders, 
umbilicals, etc.), among others.  
The xEMU design provides greater mobility and enables various postures and movements for the 
astronauts during EVAs, but may lead to unanticipated issues that should be assessed related to 
injury risk. As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, IMUs donned on each segment of the spacesuit can 
characterize the postures and activities of the astronauts during EVAs. This would have 
implications for a variety of stakeholders such as understanding injury risk, suit joint cycles, dust 
mitigation and suit contact with the surface, or optimizing task completion strategies training for 
crew.  
Status: Ongoing [54].  
3.7.7.2 Injury Risk Identification, Sensitivities and Operational Control Agreement Databases for Tasks 

and Environments 

The HH&P and FOD have the joint obligation of keeping crew safe through all phases of training 
and flight through collaboration on integrated efforts. It is the responsibility of FOD to develop 
concepts of operations for accomplishing mission tasks in various environments, procedures for 
performing these operations, and train crew in proper, safe task execution in these environments. 
These operations benefit from the insight of HH&P on the risk of injury or sensitivity through 
physical and cognitive exposure to the environment. Additionally, input from the crew office, 
through the relationship of the crew office and FOD, are able to provide valuable insight through 
previous and current mission participation. Crew office contribution may extend beyond a general 
perspective, as training and mission tasks may be modified to accommodate crew sensitivity and 
injury. 
Therefore, FOD will develop a high-level overview of the concept of operations for executing ISS 
and lunar operations in the xEMU and map the associated training events. The HH&P can review 
this map and identify areas of elevated risk injury through results of the suit fit/design parameters, 
fitness for mission, and environmental control and life support requirement studies with 
suggestions on how to reduce these risks (adjusting suit fit, body positioning, etc.). The crew office 
also will provide insight as to the feasibility of implementing these suggestions during real-time 
operations. The result of this iterative process will be a high-level document that informs 
crewmembers of the various risks of injury in these environments (both training and mission), and 
the associated Operational Control Agreement Databases (OCADs) or reporting requirements to 
prevent/mitigate these risks or to document future injury occurrences. The OCADs are a way to 
control or mitigate a hazard to crew or hardware through specific operational implementation. 
Implementation of this hazard control can come in the form of a procedure step, crew training, 
and/or a Flight Rule. 
To continue to refine this high-level map of operations/training/injury risk/mitigation methods, 
reporting of crew injury or sensitivities (sustained from previous exposure or recent development) 
is imperative to protect current and future crew. A reporting structure should be developed for the 
medical team to alert instructors of crew injury or sensitivity to help refine the map, but also to 
tailor training and mission operation procedures for accommodating crew.  
Status: Planned to begin in FY21 
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3.7.7.3 Work Hardening and Task Allocation 

As EVA tasks and concepts of operations become more defined, models and ergonomic 
assessments will be performed to assess tasks in terms of position, range of motion (ROM), loads, 
durations, and frequencies. Many EVA-related tasks can be defined in terms of push, pull, lift, 
carry, fine motor manipulation, etc. Work hardening can be defined as a program designed to 
improve astronauts’ strength, flexibility, and aerobic condition through exercises and activities 
that simulate or include the actual EVA functions. Assessments of EVA task-specific demands 
will be made and communicated with the Astronaut Strength Conditioning and Rehabilitation 
group such that appropriate fitness training programs can be prescribed before each mission. 
Functional tests also will be designed to assess crewmember readiness for the EVA tasks assigned 
within the mission throughout the preflight training period.  
Status: Ongoing. 
3.7.7.4 EVA Occupational Strength and Manual Materials Handling Capability Evaluation  

To minimize suited ergonomic injuries, general material handling guidelines will be developed 
that will identify maximum acceptable weights and forces for various suited manual materials 
handling tasks. These guidelines will provide acceptable weight limits across different population 
percentiles. Current ergonomic tools do not account for additional physical demands imparted by 
the suit. In-pilot lifting studies using a suit mock-up, suited subjects have reported a lower weight 
acceptable limit that they would be willing to lift throughout an 8-hour EVA. 
Controlled suited evaluations will be used to define these limits across a broad range of tasks such 
as lifting, pushing, pulling, carrying and lowering. Additional task parameters such as lifting zone, 
translation distances, task frequency, grip height, and height of the application of force will be 
tested and the effects will be quantified. Furthermore, there will be psychophysical measures that 
are incorporated in defining these limits. The guidelines may be summarized into a set of tables 
that EVA hardware and task designers can use to assess what proportions of the population should 
be able to accomplish specific tasks as a regular part of their daily work.   
Status: Planned.  

3.8 EXPLORATION DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS MITIGATION STRATEGY 
Tasks in this section are relevant primarily to the Table 1 CHP.EVA.DCS Gap. Validated and 
efficient decompression sickness (DCS) risk estimates and mitigation strategies for lunar- and 
Mars-surface exploration missions. 
Oxygen prebreathe protocols are used to mitigate the risk of DCS before EVAs are performed 
from the ISS. Existing protocols used aboard the ISS require significant amounts of crew time and 
consumables (gas) but are consistent with the ISS operations concept of infrequent EVAs, large 
crews, and relatively simple resupply of consumables from Earth. Existing prebreathe protocols 
used on the ISS also rely significantly on the existing hardware and facilities related to the Quest 
airlock. Existing protocols require both mask and in suit O2 prebreathe and require suit donning at 
an intermediate pressure of 10.2 psia to avoid a break in prebreathe. The airlock must then be 
repressurized to allow the IV crewmember to leave before final depressurization. Existing 
protocols assume a single suit pressure of 4.3 psia and infrequent longer duration (>4 hour, 
typically >6.5 hour) microgravity EVAs. Finally, DCS treatment can only be provided on the ISS 
with recompression in the airlock and then further treatment requires the bends treatment 
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apparatus, which is installed onto the suit to allow for increased pressure to the crewmember, but 
at the price of decertifying the EMU for EVA. 
Prebreathe protocols that have been validated and used during Space Shuttle and ISS for 
microgravity EVAs are not acceptable for use during planetary EVA, because the risk of DCS is 
significantly increased by ambulation. For example, Conkin et al. [55] observed significantly 
greater DCS incidence (20% vs. 0%) when subjects ambulated before and during the 
decompression vs. remaining non-ambulatory throughout (Figure 20). Significantly greater Grade 
IV Venous Gas Emboli (VGE) also was observed among ambulatory subjects; Grade IV VGE 
represents the highest score assigned to bubbles moving with the blood through the pulmonary 
artery on the way to the lungs to be filtered (removed) from the venous blood. 

 
Figure 20. Effect of ambulation on DCS and Grade IV VGE [55]. 

Although microgravity prebreathe protocols (from the ISS and Space Shuttle) are expected to be 
applicable to EVAs on Gateway or other microgravity environments, no validated prebreathe 
protocols exist for planetary EVA. Apollo used a 100% oxygen atmosphere throughout the 
mission, which made prebreathe unnecessary, as nitrogen (N2) had already been eliminated from 
the astronauts’ bodies. However, all atmospheres being considered by NASA for future 
exploration missions will include at least 66% N2 due to the flammability risks and costs associated 
with higher O2 environments, meaning that one or more prebreathe protocols must be developed 
and validated using ground trials before operational implementation during exploration missions. 
Development and validation of a suite of exploration prebreathe options is included in this plan.  
3.8.1 EXPLORATION ATMOSPHERE PREBREATHE VALIDATION AND HYPOXIA 

CHARACTERIZATION 
NASA’s design reference missions for human exploration of Mars and the Moon, depend on 
periods of high frequency EVAs with crew time and consumables availability that will be 
significantly more constrained than during current ISS operations. Recognizing this challenge, 
NASA has followed the recommendations of the Exploration Atmospheres Working Group [56], 
and has directed that NASA exploration missions involving periods of high-frequency EVA be 
designed to use an atmosphere of 8.2 psia/34% O2/66% N2, often referred to as the “Exploration 
Atmosphere.” The lower partial pressure of N2 compared with the ISS will enable significantly 
reduced prebreathe durations. However, while the estimated DCS risk is very low, a prebreathe 
protocol for planetary EVAs still must be developed and validated using ground trials before 
operational implementation of the Exploration Atmosphere. 
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The proposed denitrogenation prebreathe protocol is based on the assumption that subjects will be 
equilibrated with the exploration atmosphere at 8.2 psia/34% O2. Human testing is required to 
verify with 95% statistical confidence that any new protocol meets the following requirements for 
acceptance: ≤15% incidence of Type I DCS, ≤20% incidence of Grade IV VGE with no Type II 
DCS symptoms. A repeated-measures, sequential statistical design is planned, in which at least 2 
groups of 6 subjects with physical characteristics similar to those of active-duty astronauts first 
equilibrate over a 48-hour period to an 8.2 psia atmosphere in a hypobaric chamber containing 
34% O2/66% N2, and then each perform a total of 5 EVAs at 4.3 psia, each lasting 6 hours, 
performed every second day over the next 9 days.  
During the simulated EVAs, subjects will simulate EVA work on a planetary surface because DCS 
risk is affected by the type and intensity of physical work that is being performed during a 
decompression exposure. For simulated EVAs, each subject will don a mask and breathe 85% O2 
(normoxic at 4.3 psia) before each EVA. Using 85% rather than 100% O2 will enable reduced pre-
EVA purge durations during exploration missions, saving valuable crew time and consumables, 
with very minimal anticipated impact on DCS risk [23].  
Subjects will follow prescribed repetitive activity against loads in the upper and lower body to 
simulate ambulatory work in a planetary environment. Doppler ultrasound (2.5 MHz) monitoring 
for VGE in the pulmonary artery will be performed on 6 subjects by 2 Doppler technicians at 15-
minute intervals during the 4.3 psia exposure, then repressurization will return all to 8.2 psia. The 
cycle will be repeated 4 additional times with a day of hypoxia characterization and rest between 
each of the simulated EVAs. A statistical power analysis indicates that, given our best estimate of 
DCS incidence as ≤3.1% for the planetary EVA simulation, then 12 subjects repeated 5 times has 
88% probability of meeting the accept condition. The study design includes a liberal reject 
criterion, to minimize the probability of conducting an expensive trial and neither meeting the 
criteria for acceptance nor rejection of the protocol. If a protocol is rejected, the prebreathe protocol 
will be made more conservative by increasing prebreathe time. 
Hypoxia characterization quantifies the nature of a breathing atmosphere with an inspired O2 
partial pressure (PiO2) of 128 mmHg and includes measures of neurocognitive function, sleep 
performance, immune stress and oxidative damage, vision, and cardiorespiratory function at rest 
and mild exercise, as well as assessment of any classic hypoxia symptoms. 
Status: Ongoing. The study will be performed in the 20-foot chamber in Building 7 at JSC. Data 
collection is expected to be completed during FY21.  
3.8.2 EXPLORATION PREBREATHE FROM ALTERNATE ATMOSPHERES (< 30% O2) 
This study will be similar in design to the Exploration Atmosphere Prebreathe Validation study, 
using the same hypobaric chamber facility and planetary EVA simulation, but with subjects 
saturated at <30.0% O2, based on increased availability of materials flammability data at 30% O2.  
The exact atmosphere that will be used has not been determined at the time of writing but is 
expected to use approximately 28% O2 to ensure that 30% O2 is not exceeded.  
Status: Planned for FY21. 
3.8.3 EXPLORATION PREBREATHE FROM 14.7 PSIA/21% O2 ATMOSPHERE 
Exploration missions may require validated prebreathe protocols to enable EVA capabilities from 
habitats that operate at 14.7 psia, 21% O2. Much like the ISS, these habitats are expected to either 
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be science-focused laboratories where atmosphere is desired to be similar to Earth or they may be 
vehicles with only contingency or infrequent EVA needs.  
Although several validated prebreathe protocols have been used on the ISS, these all assume a 
specific architecture and capability associated with the ISS and the EMU. Exploration vehicles 
may not have or even need to have the added cost and complexity of certain needed factors such 
as mask prebreathe, exercise capability, donning the suit at an intermediate atmosphere of 10.2 
psia and 26.5%, or repressurization to 14.7 psia to allow the IVA crewmember to exit the airlock 
prior to final depressurization.  
This study will use the same hypobaric chamber facility and planetary EVA simulation as the other 
exploration prebreathe validation studies; however, because subjects will be saturated at Earth-
normal atmospheric conditions, it will not be necessary to have test subjects living in the hypobaric 
chamber for multiple days. It is possible that this study will be combined with the Variable Pressure 
Model Development and Validation task.  
Status: Will be conducted only if needed based on lunar vehicle atmospheres.  
3.8.4 VARIABLE PRESSURE DCS MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION  
The prebreathe protocol ground validation studies described earlier in this section are very limited 
in the extent to which they can be generalized to different combinations of vehicle atmosphere and 
suit pressure. The variable pressure capability that will be provided by xEMU can potentially 
reduce necessary prebreathe durations and provide additional DCS risk reduction; however, these 
anticipated benefits cannot be realized without ground validation testing.  
It is known that higher suit operating pressures will decrease DCS risk and enable shorter 
prebreathe durations at the expense of higher suit leak rates and higher physical workload and 
fatigue for crewmembers who must perform work against the higher pressure gloves and suit 
joints. However, brief periods at higher suit pressures may have minimal effect on workload or 
consumables usage while enabling meaningful reductions in DCS risk and/or prebreathe durations. 
Gas bubbles form and grow before the onset of DCS symptoms [57], and the use of short periods 
of recompression to control gas bubble size has previously been proposed as a more effective 
saturation decompression strategy [58-60]. This advantage of intermittent recompression arises 
because the benefit of decreasing bubble size outweighs the penalty of inert gas uptake; gas 
bubbles decrease in size almost instantly whereas the tissue inert gas tensions increase relatively 
slowly. Experimental data from human [61] and animal [62] decompression trials indicated 
significantly lower decompression stress among subjects exposed to intermittent recompressions 
compared with equivalent continuous exposures [59].  
As an example, a model-based comparison of two different prebreathe protocols is shown in Figure 
21, one of which takes advantage of variable pressure suit capability while the other does not. This 
example demonstrates the potential for shortening prebreathe durations and/or reducing DCS risk; 
however, the biophysical model upon which the example is based has not been validated to provide 
DCS risk estimates for such scenarios.  
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Figure 21. Model-based comparison of DCS risk (Bubble Growth Index) for two different prebreathe 
scenarios; one using a staged approach with recompressions (solid lines) and one using a longer 
prebreathe and no intermediate pressure or recompressions (dashed line).  

The purpose of this task is to develop exploration prebreathe protocols and a validated model of 
decompression risk that will work for any anticipated combination of cabin atmospheres and suit 
operating pressures, including variable suit operating pressures, for all future exploration 
destinations. This study also will include validation of intermittent recompression profiles, which 
would take advantage of variable pressure space suit capability to further decrease necessary 
prebreathe durations. In addition to ensuring safe exploration prebreathe protocols, the validated 
model will function within the HH&P EVA Model and the EMSS informatics to provide real-time 
and predictive estimates of decompression stress. Any planned EVA operations using intermittent 
or sustained elevated pressures would need to be evaluated for health and performance impacts 
prior to operational implementation.  
Status: Planned.  
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4 MAINTAINING AND EXECUTING THE PLAN 
Given the dynamic nature of NASA organizations, budgets, and priorities, it is understood that this 
roadmap must be continually reviewed and revised in order to remain useful. It is intended that 
updates to the plan be made publicly available each year, either through publication on a NASA 
website and/or through publication and presentation at a national or international conference.  
As studies are performed, results will continue to be published via conference papers and 
presentations, scientific journals, and NASA technical reports. Results will be presented to 
NASA’s HSRB, EVA Configuration Control Board, and/or other EVA forums as appropriate. 
Updates to xEMU and Exploration EVA ConOps documents will be made during standard review 
processes. Updates to the status and evidence associated with Gaps will be coordinated via the 
EVA Office and CHP SCLT.  
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